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Keynote Speech I :

“Social Transition to Tomorrows Work Place”
– The Impact of Digitalization on Employees”

Professor Leon Rubin

Dean, Faculty of Performing Arts,
Lasalle College of the Arts, Singapore

The New Abnormal:
Everything doth suffer a sea change
(Shakespeare’s The Tempest)
Professor Leon Rubin

Lasalle College of the Arts, Singapore
Abstract
The paper explores how Covid has impacted, especially in the world of

Performing arts. I suggest there is no new normal and that everything is in a constant
state of change. All disciplines of science and arts are connected by necessity and that

climate change and other threats mean there is no certainty in what we do and will do.

Key Words :

Performing Arts
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KEYNOTE SPEAKER

Keynote Speech II :

“Intersections between Multilingualism with Multiculturalism:
History Lessons and Demands for a Brighter Future”

Dr. Marieta Simeonova Pissarro
Director, English Language Center,
University of Nevada, Las Vegas

Intersections between Multilingualism
with Multiculturalism: History Lessons
and Demands for a Brighter Future
Dr. Marieta Simeonova Pissarro

Director, English Language Center, University of Nevada Las Vegas
Abstract
As I sit in my office at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, I can see the world-famous

“Strip,” or Main Street, in Las Vegas, Nevada, where visitors from all over the world marvel

at the amusement park-like architecture and landmarks from around the world. Tourists,

visitors, and locals can see the Statue of Liberty, sometimes clothed in a
Golden Knights (the local hockey team) black and gold gown; NYC’s Empire State

Building, Paris’ Eiffel Tower, London’s Ferris wheel “Eye,” the classy Bellagio Hotel with its

singing fountains, and Caesars Palace – with its fitting Grand Colosseum – a
reminder of the grandeur of past Empires – are all here lining our city’s main avenue.
Since my office is on the fifth floor of the Business College on the main campus of
UNLV, I can also see the in-bound and out-bound airplanes with their colorful logos –

Hawaiian Airlines, Spirit, Delta, American Airlines, and KLM in just the last hour: powerful

reminders of our connected globalized world in which international travel collides
cultures, languages, and traditions separated by centuries of turbulent histories, longlasting conflicts, and cross-cultural contact and brings them together even from the
farthest destinations in a matter of 24 hours to “pursu[e] happiness” in the “Land of the Free.”

My journey began in my hometown of Veliko Turnovo, Bulgaria as a proud

“blue-blood bolyarka,” as the nobles close to the Bulgarian Tsar (King) in the

medieval capital (1185 – 1393) of the Second Bulgarian Empire were called; today also

the name of a well-known and loved local beer company. I started my teaching career
as an English as a Foreign Language Teacher at the prestigious Language High School
in my hometown. I was 21, a newly minted MA in English Philology from the University of

Veliko Turnovo St. Cyril and St. Methodius (the brothers who wrote the Bulgarian Cyrillic

alphabet), and not so different on the outside from my 32 teenage 7th-grade students

who after a rigorous admission test were admitted to the prep year at the language school
– a year spent studying only English and achieving an advanced level of proficiency.
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Intersections between Multilingualism
with Multiculturalism: History Lessons
and Demands for a Brighter Future
Dr. Marieta Simeonova Pissarro

Director, English Language Center, University of Nevada Las Vegas
Abstract
For me as a young teacher, that meant teaching 25 contact hours of English per week
and marking papers over the weekend. A strong start to a long language teaching career.
Fast-forward 22 years in the future to 2022– a director of the English Language

Center at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas – one of the most diverse universities

in terms of the student body and faculty/staff in the United States – it’s been a trip.
“Never say never,” wise people say. This has been the motto of my life. I am intellectually

curious by nature and even as a third grader just beginning my studies in English, I was
fascinated by the orthography, pronunciation, and expressions of an unfamiliar

language quite unaware that it will become my career and livelihood somewhere across
the Atlantic Ocean. To say that it was a linear journey would be a fallacy. I have always

been adventurous and took life’s opportunities as they presented themselves on my
path. A Bulgarian at heart, with a dual Bulgarian-American citizen, in 2027, I would have
spent an equal amount of time - 26 years - in my homeland and my adopted country.

As a young adult, I visited Libya, Finland, Japan, the Czech Republic, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Croatia, Scotland, and England; and later in life - Canada, the United States,

and now Thailand. Travelling is a direct and immediate way to be immersed in another

culture, way of life, language, and worldview. Being open-minded, respectful, and willing to

make mistakes, but also learn from them, are some strategies to acquire multi-culturalism
and multilingualism. I have done my share of mistakes but always reflected, discussed
with friends, and analyzed how I can be a better communicator, a mentor and advocate

for my students, and a successful ESL professor and administrator of a language program.
I am a lifelong learner and love studying new languages. I am a native speaker of

Bulgarian, and have various levels of proficiency in Russian, Spanish, Serbo-Croat, French,

and German. A new language is a window to the culture and soul of a nation. I always

think that studying languages, irrespective of the psychological and economic benefits,
ensures some common ground, paves pathways to new friendships, and opens the door to

immersing yourself in the literature and traditions of another nation – a rare opportunity, indeed.
One thing I always keep in mind is that when the “human” element gets involved in a
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Intersections between Multilingualism
with Multiculturalism: History Lessons
and Demands for a Brighter Future
Dr. Marieta Simeonova Pissarro

Director, English Language Center, University of Nevada Las Vegas
Abstract
situation, the outcomes can be unpredictable and varied. However, we are all

human, we make mistakes, we want to get better, and we want a better world for our

children. The task at hand is to work at it and never give up making positive changes and
work for the common good. Despite the Tower of Babel’s curse to plunge humanity into

confusion due to the differences in language, we as educators hold the power to bring

people together and educate the next generation to be respectful of our differences,

compassionate to the “Other,” and ethical in work and life. The new generation of “digital
natives” consumes the same global culture, watches the same content, and plays the

same video games, but they have to work together to solve the world’s challenges and do
so in a common language with the global culture of responsible and visionary humans.
As multicultural and multilingual educators, we are here to help them along the way.

Key Words :

Multiculturalism, A Personal Perspective
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KEYNOTE SPEAKER

Keynote Speech I :

“The Benefit Between Music and Gamelan-Based
in Education to Strengthening

Prof.Dr. Djohan

Indonesia Institute of the Arts

The Benefit Between Music and GamelanBased in Education to Strengthening
The Identity of Indonesians Native
Djohan

Indonesia Institute of the Arts, Yogyakarta
Abstract

The purpose of this article is to discuss the problem of shifting cultural identity as

an effect of music education in Indonesia, because music education is one of the lessons in the national curriculum that taught from elementary to high school. The problem

is that the music learning materials are almost use western musicology concepts and

theories and it has been implemented since a long time ago. This has been going on for
more than a half of century, as a result today’s young generation rarely understands and

seems unfamiliar with their own traditional music. Meanwhile, art as a part of culture is
a representation of the customs and behavior of the people, therefore it is necessary to

start a discussion on the issue of character of the nation which has become a national
issue, even though the solution has not yet seen comprehensive. Although western music

education was taught since elementary school it was not the only reason but western

music education also took part on the teaching methods which resulted an alienation

of children from their own culture. Actually the ministry of education has tried to provide
opportunities by advocated for utilize the local materials in music curriculum. But the

defiance in the circumstances is that the music subject teachers are graduated from
western music education either the arts college or the teacher training college. Therefore,

from the facts in the schools it is necessary to think about the materials and methods

for music education in Indonesia, which is better to include the cross-cultural understanding. Indeed, taking the opportunities on learning foreign cultures is a necessity as

a consequence of globalization but it doesn’t mean abolishing the cultural identity. One

of the solution that has been sought is to promote research on behavior of the sound
and the efforts to use local cultural materials such as gamelan (Javanese) in education.
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The Benefit Between Music and GamelanBased in Education to Strengthening
The Identity of Indonesians Native
Djohan

Indonesia Institute of the Arts, Yogyakarta
Abstract

However, this does not necessarily solve the existing problems because there

are still many other technical obstacles. The movement to use local music materi-

al has not yet become an obligation from the government and it is only carried out
by a few schools in some areas and places. Therefore, the our children and mu-

sic teachers need more support on local culture by involving artists, researchers
also the policy maker especially to expand the issue of the importance of cultural identity as part of the treasure that the nation had. Learning the sound behavior is similar as how we understand about culture that is not just only having fun or

for the psychological well being but the values of non-verbal behavior is part of life.

Key Words :
cross culture, sound behavior, music education,
			globalization
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Abstract

Same Sun, Different Moon, a Short Film
with Issue Related to generation gap
M.L. Usuma Sukhsvasti and Nichkamon Kumprasit
Huzhou University, China, 334553892@qq.com
Abstract

With the chaos caused by the clash between ideas of people from
different generations, ‘Same Sun Different Moon’ is a creative work in form
of a drama feel good short film that aims to alleviate generation gap
problems. The film encourages the viewers to have empathy towards
people who may have different worldviews or values from yours by learning
to open your heart and respect other people’s opinions. If people can just
really “listen to each other”, trying to understand, and share the thoughts
and feelings of one another, as well as “respect” other’s opinions without
having to agree with their ideas, the world will be more peaceful place to live.
This creative work came from research study both theories and survey
questionnaires to develop to a screenplay and then went through systematic
process of preproduction, production, and post-production into a drama
feel-good short film with realistic style of storytelling called ‘Same Sun Different
Moon’. The film has shown that we can live together in society peacefully if we
really listen to each other and able to understand the differences of one another.

Key Words : Short Film, Drama Feel-good Movie, Generation Gap.
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Book Binding Design of Illustrated
Shanxi Food
Ming Liu
LongYan University, China, yoursboy@163.com
Abstract

As the saying goes, “The world’s wheaten food is in China, and the
Chinese wheaten food is in Shanxi”. Shanxi pasta has a long history of more
than 2000 years and has become the “root of the world’s pasta”. Therefore, I
want to express this pasta culture artistically and hope that it can be spread
better. This work represents the food culture of Shanxi Province in China in
the form of a book. In the creation of works, through field investigation and
reading of relevant books, 30 typical dishes of Shanxi Province were selected,
and graphic design was carried out through computer software illustrator.
In combination with text expression, Chinese representative pasta culture
was explained in detail. Each food is accompanied by historical stories and
cooking process, so that readers can make food at home according to the
contents of the books, arouse young people’s love of food, and let more
people participate in the production process of food culture. Through the
publication of books, Shanxi’s wheaten food culture is publicized to more
people, which has good commercial value and cultural promotion. The works
also reflect the historical culture and visual artistry of Shanxi’s diet.

Key Words : Shanxi, Pasta, Culture
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Study on the Wayfinding System Design
of Zhouzhuang Ancient Town Scenic Spot
Bingzhe Li
Huzhou University, China, 334553892@qq.com
Abstract

With the improvement of people’s living standards in China, the
destinations for people to travel are diversified. As a carrier of the
cultural life of a region, ancient town is more and more popular among
tourists. However, the narrow road and crowded building space make the
ancient town scenic spot become a relatively special scenic spot scene.
Tourists often get lost in the ancient town scenic spot.So good wayfinding
system design is particularly important for the ancient town scenic spot.
This design project mainly takes Zhouzhuang ancient town
wayfinding system in Zhejiang, China as an example. At the beginning
of the design, I will select a typical block in the ancient town and make
tourists in the ancient town have a better sense of direction through
targeted design of the wayfinding system. Then the design logic of this
block is applied to the design of the whole ancient town pathfinding
system. The design appearance is also more in line with the overall style of the
town, while considering modernization. Due to the relative weakness of the
town’s unique space and public infrastructure, the design also considers the
harmony of the volume and the lack of lighting for visitors to play at night.
The design of the ancient town wayfinding system takes more into
account the spatial situation and the reasonable guidance of tourist routes.

Key Words : Wayfinding System Design,Ancient Towns, Scenic
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Unifying the UK’s railway branding
and wayfinding system
Anqi Xie
Liaoning Petrochemical University, China. dataoanqi@sina.com
Abstract

There is no longer the uniformity and consistency across the UK
rail network that existed when it was a nationalised institution known as
British Rail. Today, the railway system in the UK is composed of Network Rail
(responsible for the infrastructure such as tracks, signaling, bridges etc.
as well as 18 stations in the UK), National Rail (responsible for train tickets,
promotion of train travel and logo a visual pointer to indicate railway
stations) and more than twenty Train Operating Companies (who
own the trains and manage the remaining stations in the UK).
In this project, I will create a coherent branding for the UK’s
national railway system using design heritage as a resource, whilst
redesigning for the future. This branding will manifest itself in both of
the major areas of trains and signage as well as the more peripheral
aspects. However, the signage and wayfinding is the major part of this
project. This scope of research for this project will consist of, firstly, in depth
observation of stations, signage design and wayfinding strategies.
Secondly, assess wayfinding effectiveness by comparing against best practice
guidelines and by exploring passengers experiences. Thirdly, analyse different
creative solutions to wayfinding in stations, through technology, textual
signage and pictograms. This project is to make the experience of UK rail
travel more simple, more relaxed, and more convenient for passengers

Key Words : UK’s railway, signage, design heritage, branding.
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Passing on Yangtze River Delta Culture and
Promoting Classical Chinese Education
-- Creative Literacy Module Design
Mao Qihong
Huzhou University,, China. MQH3132@163.COM
Abstract

Currently on the market to learn the national school supplies are
endless, a variety of national classics book versions, aided by the national
classics recitation of many players, children’s literacy learning tools, toys
are also a lot. However, the function of these learning tools is relatively
single, these products are almost all words and patterns combined with
learning Chinese characters, words, plus the toy function of blocks, no national
content; electronic screen products for children’s eyesight, passive way of
thinking; player, can play the national classics audio and recording, but can
only read through and follow the national classics, can not pronounce a single
word, not to mention the word type and pronunciation Simultaneous learning

Key Words : -
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Creative work: a short musical film about
the conflict between a dream job and
a real one
Apichet Kambhu Na Ayudhaya and Chitipat Wattanasiri
Srinakharinwirot University, Thailand,
apichetk@g.swu.ac.th / chitipatw@g.swu.ac.th
Abstract

Nowadays, many people don’t like their jobs but can’t afford to quit
since they have financial needs or other limitations in their lives. As a
result, they tend to feel unhappy and as time goes by, tend to forget their
passions. The creators want to make a short film to get the audiences to
question their choices between careers and passions. The creators choose
to present this issue through the story of a novelist. Even though a novelist
might seem like he or she has the freedom to write whatever he or she likes,
from the research, it’s quite the contrary. To become successful, a writer
is often forced to write something he or she doesn’t have passion for to
meet the readers’ needs making him or her very unhappy about their job.
The objectives of this creative research are 1. To create a
musical short film about the conflict between a dream job and a real
one 2. To study the problems at work that the new generation faces.
This short film, Evanesce, told the story of Mick, a fantasy novelist who
worked hard on his job in hopes that one day his success would give him
financial stability so he could write drama novels that he loved but were
unwanted in publishers’ views. However, in the end, having to work on something he didn’t like every day only resulted in unhappiness and failure in his life.
The creators chose to tell the story through a musical film so that the
audiences could easily understand the emotions and the conflicts in the
character’s minds. They wanted to make a film that was entertaining
and could also show various ideas on how to live happily in the present.

Key Words : Short film, Musical genre, Conflict in career choice
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The Factors Effect to the Workflows of
Cinematographer to shooting for digital colour
grading in the Making of MUTE Short film.
Athip Techapongsathon
Srinakharinwirot University, Thailand, athip@g.swu.ac.th
Abstract

This creative work has got an inspiration from the changing of film era

to digital filmmaking era to experiment the full Workflow of digital filmmaking
in cinematography of this short film to reflect the process and factors effect
to the workflow of cinematographer in digital era. objective of this creative

work is to reflect the factors effect to the workflow of cinematographers to

shooting for digital colour grading through the creation of a horror short film
about a man who went to the jungle with his friend to do a camp while they

made a camp Arron heard some voice from the deep of jungle, he tries to find the

whispering sound. Suddenly, he can’t find the way out, no one can hear his voice
too even his friend. The process of this creative work which can be divided into

3 parts, the first stage is pre-production where we research and design in every

element of digital technology and thriller film such as screenplay, location design,
costume design, character design and shot design. The second stage is

production where we were filming on set which the cinematographer can create

the camera movement natural lighting including the lighting measurement to
control the light on digital filming and visualization then the last stage is post-

production which we used digital colour grading workflow to work to control the process.

The result of this creative work, in term of digital colour subsampling

and colour correction. there are some point that is not good enough which is

even using Light Meter and waveform monitor can make sure the exposure is
correct but natural light always chance so that in some footage at the
beginning the exposure is normal but in the middle of footage is overexposure,

it really difficult to pull down the highlight back to normal exposure, and also
I cannot apply much about shifting colour because of the footage is a Prores
file there is a limit information of Luminance (Brightness) and Chroma (Colour).

Key Words : Cinematography, Short Film, Digital Colour Grading, Workflow
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META DGITAL ARTS WORLD

Naon Jirkornpirom
Srinakarinwirot University, Thailand, naon.jirkornpirom@g.swu.ac.th
Abstract

This creation is about humanity’s relentless pursuit of the world. Even through

the events of the technology epidemic, the pace is still unstoppable. And the more

and more developed gradually, by leaps and bounds At the time of the epidemic

And people are mostly at home, so find technology to replace the missing time to

work or study. The activities will continue even if you can do everything at home.
The creators of the work wanted to bring the story into the creative work.

Presentation on cutting-edge technology in the context of the epidemic period.
Into this creative work.

To present a story of change and the transition of the modern world society

through creative works in order for people to be aware of the changes encountered in the past and for the aesthetics of viewing art.

Creators are inspired by A story of change in today’s world of epidemic,

This is why there has been a leap in technological development. And never stop
connecting people as if they were close to each other even though they were far
away. Can communicate without limits, All activities can be done at home without

having to travel outside. The creators of the work are therefore inspired by the

interconnected network of people in today’s era through modern technology. In
a virtual world called the Metaverse

Key Words : Short film, Musical genre, Conflict in career choice
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Sustainable Fashion: From Banana Fiber
to Haute Couture
Narathip Pathomvat
Thailand, thip.pathomvat@gmail.com
Abstract

This research explores sustainability in fashion brands in light of new

developments toward sustainable living. The fashion industry produces more than
30 million garments annually, which requires massive resources. It is essential to

ensure that the resources used are responsibly used to meet current and future
needs. This research has investigated the need to implement sustainability in the
Thai fashion industry. This study aims to highlight the criticality of sustainability
in the fashion industry in ensuring adequate supplies to meet current needs and
future demands. Sustainability aims to ensure there are adequate resources for
future production needs. Moreover, it ensures fashion and textile production is

done in an environmentally friendly approach. This present study is conducted to
promote sustainable development in the Thai fashion industry and textile industry.

In this case study, the researcher has followed the process as follows: Identifying
Population and Sample, Research Instrument, Data Collection, Data Validation,
and Data Analysis. The scope of the study focused on the manufacturing of

woven fabric made from Bua Luang banana fiber in Sam Khok District, Pathum
Thani. The study uses the purposive sampling method and selects the Saengtawan Witchalai housewife group of the Saengtawan community in the context. In

conclusion, The fashion and retail industries are critical sectors that consume vast
resources in making garments. This increases the need for sustainable production,
marketing, and distribution practices. This study has investigated sustainability in

the fashion industry and the various approaches to implementing the concept.

Key Words : Short film, Musical genre, Conflict in career choice
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The time traveller in the Bangkok city

Prayuth Tugsagob

Abstract

Bangkok has been an excellent place to live since it started as the

capital of Thailand. It has long memories for everyone who lives or visits
this city, and the town has passed many times, including the infrastructure,

culture, and even people style. Every time something changes, we use the

photograph to express those memories if we want to look back into the past. So
I would like to bring people into the past and let them get good memories again.

Key Words : -
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Mockumentary short film production about
the point of disagreement of LGBTQ+
in the idol entertainment industry
Ekkachai Sukhontaman and Pattaranun Waitayasin
Srinakharinwirot University, Thailand,
ekkachai.best@gmail.com / aui.amada@gmail.com
Abstract

Mockumentary short film production about the point of disagreement of

LGBTQ+ in the idol entertainment industry, named OVERDREAM, has the objectives
following: 1.to produce the mockumentary short film that presents the problem

of disagreement of gender creativity in the idol entertainment industry and 2. to
inspire the people with gender creativity to follow their dream. The researchers

have produced the film following the process that consists of 3 steps: 1. Pre-Production: The researchers study the theories, which are forms and presentation

of mockumentary film, the diversity, LGBTQ+, the idols, concluding doing deep
interviews with people with the LGBTQ+ connection, with people from music and

idol industry. The data from these subjects is applied in order to produce the
mockumentary film, design characters, compose the film’s original soundtrack
and design art componentry products, 2. Production: The researchers produce

the film and made a stock footage, beside the actor interview according to the
script, in order to edit the film for telling the story in the way of mockumentary

film, 3. Post-Production: the researchers edit the film and the sound and record
the file with “Cinema Digital Package: Sound Surround Dolby 7.1” and publish the

short film named OVERDREAM in the thesis exhibition in the field of film and digital
media or Keep Rolling Thesis Exhibition 2022. Results of Mockumentary short film

production about the point of disagreement of LGBTQ+ in the idol entertainment
industry, named OVERDREAM, are found that the film can present the LGBTQ+

obviously, audiences perceive that the story of this film is a mock story, although
the film story is firstly quite presented virtually, which is a sign of an effective

mockumentary film. Moreover, OVERDREAM is satisfactory to national film crit-

ics and is awarded 1. Excellent Creative Design Award 2. Best Film Editing Award
3. Best Actor Award 4. Best Group Actor Award and 5. Best Screenplay Award.

Key Words :
Mockumentary, Short Film, LGBTQ+,
			Idol Entertainment Industry
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Subduing Mara in New Society

Nuttawut Laocharoenbundit
Srinakharinwirot University, Thailand, nuttawut.lc@gmail.com
Abstract

Creative work with digital collage techniques combined with the morals that

are essential to living in today’s society. Inspired by changes in the economy, society

and lifestyle of people, as a result of the Covid-19 outbreak to date. Considered as

a factor that will bring the world closer to a state called, “Uncertainty conditions” or

“VUCA World”. The impact of the epidemic also causes a New Normal in Thai society

to lead people’s behaviour different from the original because of anxiety about the
uncertainty in life. In accordance with the results of marketing research from Mahidol

University, “Marketing in the Uncertain World”, found that there are many factors that
cause Thai people to be concerned and perceived uncertainty. There is a tendency

for people to turn to the sacred, and superstitious, according to personal beliefs.
Therefore, Buddhism is a solution because Buddhism has

principles, teachings and philosophy that can be rational and scientific. The
creators, therefore, brought out the mural art, the part of the Subduing Mara

(Enlightenment) which means overcoming obstacles, becoming the main

media and then making collages of various events in today’s society with the
Digital Collage technique for the audience to become aware of the current
situation without certainty by applying the Buddhist philosophy to continue living.

Key Words :
			

Mural Painting, Digital Collage,
Mara, New Normal, Buddhism
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Religion of Mind

Natthaphon Chaiworawat
King Mongkut’s Institute of Technology Ladkrabang, Bangkok, Thailand,
Nutthaphon.ch@kmitl.ac.th
Abstract

In ‘Religion of Mind’, a performative photographic series that is very important

in Chaiworawat’s artistic life who often rely on art to learn and develop himself and

conveying direct experience to the public as a human being. This series expresses
an attitude towards the meaning of the word “self”, through the process of work over

5 years (2012-2017), by portraying 54 images that link theoretical concepts between
concepts of photography, such as Self-Portrait Photography and the process of live

performance that uses body, Mind, Observation and Encountering to create works.

For Chaiworawat, ‘Religion of Mind’ is considered as a “Witness of

Trace from Acts” in which the creative process starts from field area obser-

vation such as building or place from outside (Exterior) for a period of time.
Then he went to explore the inside (Interior) and relied on photographs to
record his spontaneous reactions towards that specific area at that moment. During this process, Chaiworawat observed his personal emotions

which he believes that it is an important characteristic of the human being.
Chaiworawat use “Him Self” as a medium in metaphor both as an anon-

ymous person and as a Representative of Human Being in order to connect the
intangible abstraction with the tangible concrete together by using the time

(body) and the space (mind). Machanism of this creation process of this Series allowed him to discover, realize, and have a unique view of “Indeed Self”.
The form of perception and understanding is created by external factors that

a person adapts, adds (or reduces), shapes (or unshapes) and then becomes
a self from within. This condition occurs so quickly, naturally that it is almost
impossible to recognize at the level of daily life. but at the level of perception.
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Abstract

If looking at the meaning of “self” (self) in this dimension, it can be said

that actually Personality or belonging does not exist, there are only time,

space and containers waiting to be filled to absorb into the interior and sent
back to the outside, which is according to the mechanism of the cycle only.
Portions of this series were selected as an art collection by the Kiyosato Museum of Photographic Art (KMoPA) in 2015 and have been featured at vari-

ous international art festivals such as; Self Festival in Ca’ Zanardi, Venice, Italy
(2015) with a grant to support the production of works from the Bangkok Art

and Culture Center (BACC); Weekend Arles Contemporain Festival sponsored
by Galerie Joseph Antoinin Arles, France (2015); Photobangkok Festival 2018 as

a solo exhibition Sponsored by Tentacles Gallery in Bangkok, Thailand (2018).

Key Words :
Performative Conceputal Photography,
			
Body and Mind, Time and Space, Encountering,
			Documentation
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Somatosensory interaction design of
Bronze Ware Hall of Yunnan Museum
Jingyuan Duan
Kunming Metallurgical College, China, 2549133152@qq.com
Abstract

The friendly relations between Thailand and China have a

history of thousands of years, especially the geographical proximity between

Yunnan region in Thailand and China, and the cultural exchanges between
Yunnan and Thailand have also achieved certain results. In the context of

new media, the intangible cultural exchange between Yunnan and Thailand,

the forms of intangible cultural heritage protection, and the results achieved
are all included in this paper. Studying the cultural exchanges between
Yunnan and Thailand plays an important role in the development of the two

cultures and the exchanges and cooperation between Thailand and China.

Key Words :
New media; Interactive design;The intangible cultural 		
			
heritage protection; The cultural exchanges between
			China and Thailand
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The Creation of Typeface Design and Interactive

Book to Reflect the Loss of Identity Due to the
Pressures from Social Conditioning
Apichaya Aungkavipart and Kittikarn Amprot
Srinakharinwirot University ,Bangkok Thailand,
apichayaa@g.swu.ac.th/kittikarn.amprot@gmail.com
Abstract

Ambiant is a research about concerning the problem of loss of self

esteem due to social conditioning and social pressure. 1. To study the guidelines for
designing font sets and the design of interaction books. 2. To create media
to reflect perspectives. and coping with the loss of self-esteem due to social

pressure The target group is late adolescence to early working adults, ages 18 - 23

by creating works which want to reflect the perspective of the issue of identity loss
due to social pressure. Through a design process that uses a set of typefaces and

book interactions as a means of communication and the use of the human plant
metaphor that represents narrative values that are interpreted and reflected

from a self-deprecating perspective. due to the pressure of social conditions The

process of designing Book Concept, Background Story, Graphic Layout that
combines with 3D Modeling techniques until further developed into the design process
that uses multimedia media Typeface Design that communicates and reflects the
perspective of identity and 3D. Augmented Reality to create a vision of the work. To make

people aware and understand the problem of loss of identity due to social pressure.

Key Words :
Loss Idenity ,Social Pressures , Social Conditioning
			3D ,Typeface
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Nan River Culture

Yuttapphum Supraphon
Thailand,
Abstract

NAN PROVINCE IS MY HOMETOWN. NAN IS A WATERSHED CITY. THE AGE OF THE

CITY IS 700 YEARS. THE NAN COMMUNITY IS AN AGRICULTURAL COMMUNITY. CAUSING A
RELATIONSHIP WITH THE NAN RIVER, WHICH IS THE MAIN RIVER THAT NOURISHES THE

PEOPLE IN THE COMMUNITY THUS CREATING A BEAUTIFUL CULTURE ASSOCIATED WITH
RIVERS. MANY ANCIENT COMMUNITIES ARE LOCATED ALONG THE WATERFRONT, SO I WOULD

LIKE TO TELL PEOPLE ABOUT THE VALUE AND IMPORTANCE OF NAN AS A WATERSHED CITY.

Key Words :
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Report on the creation of the work
“Building on the Future”
Chen Zuo
Srinakharinwirot University, Thailand, tatababy0226@outlook.com
Abstract

In the process, they will experience emotions such as loss, confu-

sion, and fear of the future. They may not have the hysteria of a young girl,

and they may not have the unrest of a mature woman, but they will definitely have the momentary interplay of emotional fluctuations. By studying

the dynamics and emotional reactions of the characters, we explore how to

use a combination of scenes, colors, and creative techniques to express the

softness and beauty of women and their expectations for their future lives.

Key Words :
			

Building on Strength,Female college students, Brushwork
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The Influence of ICT on Contemporary
Society — Take the music art “Cloud”
chorus for example
Fu YiXi
,

The development and popularization of information technology

applications,so that people’s production and life automation,intelligent needs have
been fully guaranteed, and ICT is information technology and communication

technology integration and the formation of a new concept and new technology
field,and greatly changed the way people work, communication, learning and

life. ICT’s impact on contemporary society is more obvious during the epidemic,

digital systems to help doctors more faster and more convenient to carry
out the diagnosis and treatment of the disease; AI and big data technology

empowerment to help epidemic-related research;telecommuting, distance
learning allows production and education to stage recovery and effective stop... and as a
choir teacher,I will combine my own experience,from the music and art “cloud “chorus

perspective to understand and analyze the impact of ICT on contemporary society.

Key Words : ICT, “cloud” chorus,Social impact,Internet+
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A Dialogue between Eroticism and Beauty
—— A brief discussion on China’s sexually suggestive advertisements
LiQianhui Peng
Kunming University of Science and Technology, China,
plqh44642988@outlook.com
Abstract

Sex-related advertisement has been a highly controversial top-

ic with widely divided views all the time. Therefore, designers are required

to skillfully use “sexually suggestive” artistic expression as well as emphasize on rhetoric and creative thinking when handling this type of ad-

vertisement to achieve work with high commercial and aesthetic value.
Although China’s advertising industry has produced many excellent sexual

innuendo advertising works, but ultimately can not become a great success in
this country, which is undoubtedly a pity. The reasons are not only the misinterpretation of such advertisements by Chinese consumers, but also the defects

in advertising management, and the more important reason is the imbalance

of some designers’ ability to use sexual innuendo in their designs.In this article,
starting from the background of sexually suggestive ads, more in-depth anal-

ysis on the causes of the sexually suggestive ads and historical development,
the current state of Chinese and foreign sexually suggestive ads and future
development trends and prospects, focuses on explaining the basic charac-

teristics of sexual innuendo advertising, the critical edge of art and the scope of
creative thinking, and demonstrates them.In order to make our sex suggestive

advertising can be on a healthy, normative and scientific development path.
At the same time, the Chinese consumers should be guided to treat the sexual
insinuating advertisements objectively, fairly and rationally, so that China’s advertising industry can continue on a healthy and scientific path and make due
and positive contributions to the prosperity of China’s economy and society.

Key Words :
			

Sexy Art; Sexually Suggestive Advertisement;
Pornography & Art; Creative Range;
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Application of regional cultural elements in
modern packaging design
Dayong Zhao
Jiuquan Vocational and Technical College, China,
41669664@qq.com
Abstract

How to make good use of regional cultural elements, highlight

local brands, do a good job of brand culture, and show local characteristics
is an important design factor to be considered in modern packaging design.

Packaging design has a certain positive effect on product sales. Many

industries attach great importance to cultural and creative packaging product
design. On the other hand is also the enterprise values, local culture,

traditional culture, such as the effective propagation path, so the study of regional
culture in the modern packaging design elements have actively works, cultural
elements of packaging design application is based on the analysis of the product,

packaging cannot be separated from the product itself, for product market
position, brand story, Then consider the integration of local cultural elements,

combined with the characteristics of the product, positioning, target population
and other precise design, pay attention to regional culture mining at the same

time, to follow the basic idea of packaging design and packaging design essence.

Key Words : packaging design, regional elements, Dunhuang;
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On the Cultural Connotation of Chinese
Ancient Jade Symbols
Jiang Meining
Kunming Metallurgy College, China, 937555211@qq.com
Abstract

Jade ware once became the incarnation of ancient ancestors’ worship; also

become a symbol of traditional social hierarchy and identity. It symbolizes the

solemn etiquette and noble qualities, and is the embodiment of the aesthetic
values of Chinese people. In particular, the exquisite patterns not only provide visual

enjoyment, but also show a unique cultural connotation. In addition, both ancient and
modern Chinese jade symbols have a significant impact on the design world, such

as the ancient furniture design of the Qianlong period or some modern logo designs.

Key Words :
symbol characteristics, cultural connotation,
			design application
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REFRACTION BEGETS REFLECTION
THE DIGITAL CLASSROOM AND INCLUSIVITY
Jessica Borusky
University of North Florida, United States, j.borusky@unf.edu
Abstract

While the impacts of COVID and classroom engagement are yet to be

fully realized and unpacked, several inclusive and diverse forms of learning
engagement have emerged as a result. Proliferation of (free) online content from
major museums and publications, extending classroom and department budgets

through virtual talks and visits, and expanding learning diversity through text,
subtitles, and online chat platforms all provide new forms of cultural

engagement for students- and positively impact emerging cultural practitioners-

who may come from diverse racial, gendered, and socio-economic backgrounds.
Simultaneously, the rise of social-justice and labor movements within major

museums and cultural entities connect to these new, digital methods of learning

and content comprehension- intersecting broader dialogues about (in)visibility
in pedagogy and culture. This presentation will discuss how the COVID-classroom engenders inclusion through attending to diverse learning styles and

representation through digital learning tools and knowledge-sharing platforms,
while simultaneously generating transparency against cultural gatekeeping

through free programming and vital dialogues within social-justice. These practices,
which flourished because of the pandemic, are worth examining as sustainable and

vibrant tools within inclusive pedagogical models, strategies, and collective resilience.
This virtual presentation will be also be made available for

download so that knowledge-sharing and production is not limited to
those who can attend in the same time-space as the presentation.

Key Words :
Digital experience, contemporary art, pedagogy,
			curation, diversity
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The Drama Surreal Film Creation on the
Issue of Sexual Harassment in Thai Society
PIlan Poonyaprapha, Peeraya Intarasuksanti and Sasilapat Tongloh

Srinakharinwirot University, Thailand, pilan@g.swu.ac.th
in.peeraya@gmail.com / zaizeesasilapat@gmail.com
Abstract

The Drama Surreal Film Creation on the Issue of Sexual Harassment in Thai

Society has 2 main objectives which are to create a drama surreal short film and to
make awareness of sexual harassment in Thai society. The steps of film creation are
divided into 4 parts which are research process and collect information about the

related topics included the creation of a short film, a drama surreal film and sexual
harassment in Thai society, the preparation process for production or pre-pro-

duction, the filming process or production and the post-production process. The
drama surreal film is 8 minute in total. The screenplay created based on a questionnaire from Thai people about the attitude of sexual harassment in Thai society.

After the show, the audience took the short answer test to recheck the perception

and consideration about sexual harassment in Thai society from the short film. The
research found that the drama surreal film, Imag(in)e can narrate and commu-

nicate to the audience about the awareness of sexual harassment in Thai society

through a drama surreal film to achieve the purpose of the understanding between
the real world and the imagination of the main character and the awareness of

sexual harassment in Thai society from the drama surreal short film, Imag(in)e.

Key Words :
			

The Drama Surreal Film, The Sexual Harassment,
The Awareness
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Place where we live

B Ajay Sharma

Abstract

“Place where we live” is a performance art project and curatorial in the

form of documentation, video, photography, and text. I am locating the idea of
the historicity of place and space, and how to take plays a role in India, Where

different fake narratives are created to manipulate history. this is the visual and

artistic research through Photography, video, performance, and text, to create
a new artistic interpretation of a place, architecture, and monument in a par-

ticular phase in history. with the collaborative and collective practices in India.

This curatorial work understands the new perspective of place in time,

which is the core research query and hypothesis, I am proposing. This research includes the ideas of” Henri Lefebvre” and “Jürgen Habermas” theory
of public space and the product of space through the Body Image, text, and
History. . Observing and relocating the idea of a Public place in South Asian

performance art practice as a case study with “in_process live art practice”.

Key Words :
			

The Drama Surreal Film, The Sexual Harassment,
The Awareness
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An Animated Short Film for Raising
Awareness of Press Freedom Deprivation
Issue through BDSM Activities Concept
Nattapat Singtothong, and Akekalak Poksupphiboon

Thailand, nattapat.singtothong@gmail.com / akekalak@g.swu.ac.th
Abstract

This animated short film named “WatchAdog” created for raising aware-

ness of press freedom deprivation issue, has the objectives following: 1) to study

press freedom deprivation problems in capitalism. 2) to study 2-D animation

creation techniques through BDSM activities concept. 3) to raise awareness
of media freedom deprivation among teenagers who are interested in mass

media career or studying in a field related to journalism. In this case, BDSM is
another type of sexual activity which combined with bondage, submission,

sadism, and masochism represent journalism deprivation and vice versa
Firstly, the researchers start the process by defining problems, factors,

and studying cases of press freedom deprivation in Thailand from secondary

resources such as textbooks, journals, dissertations, and other related documents. The result of the study concluded that Thai media are under pressure

from both authorities and audiences. However, they agreed to deprive free-

dom for their survival and profit as the same as happiness to become bound.
Lastly, the researchers developed this digital 2-D animation from “watchdog”

and “gatekeeper” which are defined as journalist responsibility combinded with
the Greek mythology theme. A story is narrated through representatives of three
parties: the press, the audiences, and the authorities involved in BDSM activities
from both past and present life of main characters. Furthermore, this film expresses

the case of media freedom deprivation that revolves in an endless vicious circle.

Key Words :
			

Press freedom, Media Freedom, Deprivation,
Mass media, BDSM, Animation
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Research on Ecological Protection and
Reuse of Industrial Heritage in the Central
Soviet Area of Southern Jiangxi
ZHONGZHIZHAO

Ganzhou Teachers College, 754821472@qq.com
Abstract

As the first industrialization practice site carried out by the Communist

Party of China in the Jiangxi Revolutionary Base in the early days, the significance
of the former Central Soviet Area in southern Jiangxi is not only that it is the first

show of national industrialization, but also promotes the exploration of China’s
modernization. The richness and development of China’s industrialization can learn
valuable historical experience from these attempts, which has important reference

significance for the future industrial development of the Communist Party of China.

This article takes the industrial heritage of the former Central Soviet Area

in southern Jiangxi as an example, and puts forward corresponding protection

and reuse strategies through field research, analysis, evaluation and theoretical

application. First, the article classifies the industrial development process of the
former Central Soviet Area of Southern Jiangxi, and conducts a general survey,

recording and analysis of the status quo of industrial heritage in the former
Soviet Area of Southern Jiangxi. On this basis, field research considers

scientific and effective methods to protect industrial heritage. Then take the
Guantian arsenal as an example to analyze the value of the Guantian arsenal
from four aspects: historical value, social value, scientific and technological

value, and aesthetic value. It can be concluded that the value status quo of the

industrial relics in the original Central Soviet Area in southern Jiangxi faces common

problems. Both need to balance the contradiction between the development and

protection of their own industrial sites. Finally, the strategic suggestions for
ecological protection and reuse of the industrial heritage in the original Central Soviet

Area of southern Jiangxi are tried to explore a cultural inheritance idea suitable for

the construction and development of the red industrial heritage in southern Jiangxi.

Key Words :
			
			

The Original Central Soviet Area in Southern Jiangxi;
Value Analysis; Ecological Protection;
Red Industrial Heritage.
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Progressive guidance of visual design in
popular science cognition
Zhang Hao

Kunming Metallurgical College, China
Abstract

In the era of reading pictures, visual design is the main way of

information transmission, which has extremely important concept
transmission value significance for the public readers. Information design is

a visual language of graphic narration. For readers, reading pictures is more
memorable than reading words. According to the literature review on how

to use visual language in the design of popular science knowledge, there
are few empirical, systematic and researches on it at home and abroad.
Designers in the design of the popular science knowledge, on the

basis of research for the last five years, with medical and health care the theme

knowledge visualization design theme and biodiversity science knowledge visual
design for the prophase research, from the visual design language expression

characteristics, from the content analysis of popular science cognition, from

information technology progressive type three big aspects study guides the reader.
The research used practical visual design, image classification,

audience interview, information analysis, cross-boundary research, data

collection and statistical methods and many other methods for analysis.

In this paper, a set of unique progressive guidance theory is

summarized in the 5-year visual design practice of popular science knowledge.

Key Words :
			

Visual design. popular science knowledge.
information transfer. progressive guidance
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On the aesthetic thought of the traditional
carving technology of Yunnan Jadeite
Xinyao Pu

Tianrun Kangyuan community, China, xinyaopu8311@sina.com
Abstract

Jadeite is an important part of Chinese jade culture. Its exquisite craftsman-

ship, contains the wisdom of Chinese creation art. As a representative of carving

technology, Yunnan reflects the development of local aesthetic ideas and aesthetic
characteristics of art. In this paper, the development of carving technology and wisdom
of the characteristics of the analysis, confirmed the Yunnan jade carving technology

of aesthetic ideas, concern about the survival of traditional handicrafts in Yunnan.

Key Words :

Jade culture; Traditional handicrafts; Aesthetic ideas
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Innovative design research of traditional
“knot” technique in Yunnan
Mrs. Rui Shi

Abstract

Kding technique is one of the ancient and huge application potential art

categories. It is a unique manual weaving technique of the Chinese nation and

has a long history. The origin of the rope knot technique can be traced back to

the “Zhouyi · Tie Xia”, “ the ancient rope knot and governance, the later sage Yi Zhi
with bibliographic deeds.”In the Eastern Han Dynasty” Zhouyi Notes ” the rope is

remembered, the big, the rope, the small, the rope. It began as a decorative art
in the Tang and Song Dynasties. In the Ming and Qing dynasties, people began

to name the knot, which endowed it with rich connotations, such as: wishful knot
represents good luck, and smooth knot represents extended life and peace, and
has become an important symbol of Chinese excellent traditional handicrafts.

After the influence and infiltration of geographical culture, the “knot technique”

in Yunnan has gradually formed local characteristics in materials, color, shape,

knot method and implication. The “jade and knot” is the most unique compilation

and has become a beautiful scenery line of Yunnan traditional handicraft culture.

Key Words :
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Creative design of woven fabrics made from Sansevieria intermedia
with fungal dyes : the identity patterns of Ban Nong Nang Don
Community, Nakhon Phanom Province

DR. WAROT SUBSRISUNJAI

Srinakharinwirot University, Thailand, warotswu@gmail.com
Abstract

“Creative design of woven fabrics made from Sansevieria

intermedia with fungal dyes: the identity patterns of Ban Nong Nang Don
Community, Nakhon Phanom Province” is part of the research project
entitled “Development of contemporary apparel products from woven fabrics
made from Sansevieria intermedia with fungal dyes for Ban Nong Nang Don

Community, Nakhon Phanom Province”. This project is under the umbrella
project entitled “Innovation of fabrics from Sansevieria intermedia and fungal

dyes: contemporary apparel products for Ban Nong Nang Don Community,
Nakhon Phanom Province. The project was funded by the National Research Office.

The research is based on the issues and needs of Ban Nong Nang Don

Community. Specifically, the quality of the community products is the result of

folk wisdom. The serge contains unoriginal patterns as they can be found in other

communities. Moreover, the fabric is made into unattractive apparel products that
are difficult to sell. The research project aims to 1) develop unique fabric patterns

that reflect local identity 2) increase the community’s self-reliance capacity,

create job opportunities and generate income for the local community. The
research methodology is divided into 3 phases as follows: 1) Data collection and
analysis of primary data and innovation data 2) Design of fabric patterns reflecting the
identity of Ban Nong Nang Don Community 3) Production of prototype woven fabrics

The research results show: First, in order to create identity, the fabrics should

have a variety of elements besides the fabric pattern due to the fact that hand
woven fabrics can easily be reproduced and copied. The 3 elements are: 1.1

Patterns: created from the study of history, tales and custom are a) Luk Yang Na

pattern b) Wasp pattern c) Albino Eel pattern integrated by Ikat technique and step
weaving; 1.2 Fabric: by mixing cotton with Sansevieria intermedia fibers woven with a
special rhythmic weft insertion technique, a texture of embossed lines on the fabric is
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DR. WAROT SUBSRISUNJAI

Srinakharinwirot University, Thailand, warotswu@gmail.com
Abstract

created; 1.3 Dyes: the fabric is dyed with natural dyes from materials available in the
community and those obtained by synthesizing fungi in three colors: yellow, graybrown and pink. This allows the villagers to create a unique fabric that is difficult to copy.

Key Words :
Hand woven fabric, Identity, Wan Nga Chang,
			Fungal dye, Ikat
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The Soft power

Abstract

Creative process using the methods we explored the content we want-

ed to do was the subject matter of cultural dissemination. and methods of
persuasion to allow other nations to know and appreciate the ideas and beliefs
of their nation using a way of transmitting information to believe and comply.

Thailand is a small country that is developing, young people of Thailand

are turning to people using international trends such as Japan, Korea, or Western
countries like America. By disseminating culture from the social world, whether

facebook, youtube or netflix, they are all intertwined cultures. that makes children
and youth imitating behavior, following the pattern, which is the soft power that

makes the nation small colonized It is expanding the land in the modern era.
Soft power is not exclusively cultural power, yet exporting cultur-

al goods that hold attraction for other countries can communicate values

and influence those societies. Economic strength, on the other hand, is usu-

ally not soft power. Responding to an economic incentive or sanction is not
the same as aligning politically with a cause that is admired or respected

Key Words :

Jade culture; Traditional handicrafts; Aesthetic ideas
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Masala Shakespeare: A Study of Select
Bollywood Adaptation on Shakespeare
Dr. Niteen Vasant Dandekar (Assistant Professor)

K.B.C.N.M. University, India, bapukuti@gmail.com
Abstract

In today’s inter-disciplinary age, it might be challenging to research and

write about a topic that spans ages together. Artists, critics, and scholars of
different discipline across the world have rediscovered, modified and retold literary works of Shakespeare in their own way to make more meaningful in the

present context. Indian Film Industry Bollywood is not an exception to it. In view
of the sustained influence of Shakespeare on various arts, present paper focuses on the select Bollywood movie adaptations in relation to its inspiration and

influence from the literary works of Shakespeare. Along with cinematic liberties,

using Shakespeare in Bollywood movies has become Masala element to make
movies meaningful and successful. Present Paper is a humble attempt to study
and explore select Bollywood movie adaptations by way of comparison between

the source text and the adapted movie by using descriptive analytical method.

Key Words :

Shakespeare, Adaptation, Masala, Bollywood.
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The Dichotomy of Home and Abroad:
Conrad’s Modernist World and Ha Jin’s
Globalized Context
Chi Sum Garfield LAU

Hong Kong Metropolitan University, cslau@hkmu.edu.hk
Abstract

This paper explores how Joseph Conrad (1857-1924) as a modernist writer

shared several similar biographical features, particularly in terms of his writing journey and choice of language, with the contemporary Chinese Anglo-

phone writer Ha Jin (1956- ). Specifically, how Joseph Conrad’s “Amy Foster”
(1901) and Ha Jin’s “The Woman from New York” (2000) show the embodiment

of autobiographical elements, through which the dichotomy of home and

abroad as part of the migrant experience and a common encounter between
Conrad’s modernist world and Ha Jin’s globalized context would be examined.

Other than demonstrating the migrant experience of the two selected An-

glophone writers that give rise to the depiction of marginalization as a recurring
motif in modern literary works, the paper carries the unique quality of scruti-

nizing the power of the migrant characters. To achieve this, the methodology
adopted will be divided into two layers. First, the defining quality of marginality
and how the choice of using English further intensifies the peripheral experience, turning the two writers into outsiders at home and abroad; second, how

being the other is a label aligned with the presumed idea towards migrants’
power, which accounts for people’s hostile rejection and biased perceptions.

Key Words :

Shakespeare, Adaptation, Masala, Bollywood.
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Embracing Differences : Overcoming
Opera Rhetoric in Translation
Kar Yue CHAN, PhD

Hong Kong Metropolitan University
Abstract

The discipline of translation embraces all sorts of typological

differences, because a mediator of the trade [i.e., the translator] deals

with painstaking tasks of bridging the gaps along two or more cultures. In
the infrequently explored field of Cantonese opera and its translation into

English, translators usually encounter challenges in managing the huge

variance in terms of linguistic, rhetorical and, certainly, cultural issues as well.
Cantonese opera, being sprouted in the area of South China, needs to be

further explored after a period of extreme popularity stemming through Hong

Kong from the 1950s to 1990s, because it has been much less analyzed in the ac-

ademic realm than other areas given the fact that it is more of a practical nature

in the Chinese context. There were some attempts in translating Cantonese opera
scripts into English, but most of them were utterly misrepresented, when audienc-

es witness either too literally- or too semantically-rendered translations without
putting an emphasis on particular voices and poetic rhetoric used in the lyrics.
These are crucial aspects that have imposed great impacts on the effect of the
translated products. Agreeably the products may vary in great extents if they are
applied to on-stage performance and practice, not to mention academic analysis.

From the academic perspective, the rhetorical features used in the lyrics are to

be considered seriously on top of the basic meaning and structure of the scripts.
Strategies and challenges of rendering and overcoming specific operatic rhetoric

are to be discussed in this paper for further assessment of the subject matter.

Key Words :
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The Benefit of South East Asian Orchestra
as an Appliance of Cultural Diplomation
in Geopolitic Perspective
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Abstract

The purpose of this study is to find out comprehensively the relationship of

cultural diplomacy between ASEAN countries through orchestral music shows
an interesting phenomenon to be studied. Music as cultural diplomacy through

orchestra has been carried out since 1979-1996 with the aim of increasing cultural
cooperation, its existence in this field is now neglected, even no longer practiced.
The theory used in this research is through cultural diplomacy and

geopolitics about a soft approach using music that involves all ASEAN countries.
Cultural relations are greater connectivity, better mutual understanding, deeper
and deeper relationships, mutually beneficial transactions and the promotion of

continuous dialogue between states, societies, actors and non-state cultures.

The method used is a case study. Based on Orchestra data from

1981-1996, it shows that during that period the orchestra was performed alternately and continuously with various variations of standard repertoire such as

Symphony, Overture and additional repertoire playing local folk works orchestrated
by orchestra. After 1996 until now the Orchestra event has never existed again.
The tentative results and conclusions state that by only focusing on

economic cooperation and focusing on territorial and security issues as well as

being supported and promoting economics, cultural diplomacy is no longer a

priority for ASEAN countries, resulting in cultural diplomacy not becoming important.

Key Words : ASEAN, orchestra, cultural diplomation, geopolitic
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A Twitter analysis of the Djokovic visa
dispute during the Australian Open of 2022

Abstract

Introduction: After a lengthy immigration tussle during January 2022, the
reigning Australian title holder and World number one men’s tennis player, Novak
Djokovic’s visa to play in the Australian Open was cancelled. The Federal Court’s
decision to dismiss an appeal by Djokovic seeking to overturn the visa cancellation
denied Djokovic the opportunity to win a record-breaking 21st Grand Slam title.
Methodology: The researcher made use of Atlas Ti to analyse 1209 tweets related
to the debacle. The tweets that made up the sample frame were all in English. They
were posted between 4 and 20 January 2022 on a number of hashtags. The researchers
subsequently conducted a thematic as well as a stakeholder analysis on the tweets.
Results: The analysis rendered a diverse set of opinions from a wide
array of stakeholders. The majority of the tweets, nevertheless, showed a strong
anti-Djokovic sentiment. The tweets from the Australia media confirmed a
radical reframing of the case against the Serbian tennis star. Immigration Minister
Alex Hawke initially conceded the unvaccinated Djokovic entered Australia with
a valid medical exemption and poses a low risk of contracting and spreading
the virus.The Australian government reframed this view by concluding that the
presence of Novak Djokovic throughout the Australian Open may put lives and civil
order at risk by increasing anti-vax sentiment and disregard for COVID-19 rules.
Conclusion/- and Recommendations: The Twitter platform has been described as
“an always-on, event-driven communication system where news is
shared, contested, verified and recommended” (Hermida, 2013:17). This
paper confirms Twitter as a networked communication space that
reflects the dynamics of old and new frames, values and approaches.

Key Words : visa, vaccination, reframing, theme, stakeholder
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Abstract

Many website proprietors feel that their websites receive a lot of traffic.
However, the health of these large website traffic is debatable. The current
study proposes the way to clarify the illusion of high website traffic. We
believe that web crawler can be used to probe the level of anti-scraping
protection that the researched websites have implemented. In fact, an
unhealth website with low level protection should contain tons of traffic
coming from web crawlers and such traffic is not only invaluable but also
unmonetizable. Managerial implications of web traffic illusion are discussed.

Key Words :
web traffic illusion, web crawler,
			anti-scraping protection,
			
invaluable and unmonetizable traffic.
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How Bangkok Theatre Festival 2021 Existed
During COVID-19 Pandemic
Setsiri Nirandara

Bangkok, Thailand, setsiri@g.swu.ac.th
Abstract

Bangkok Theatre Festival has begun since 2000. Not only has it created space for theatre artists and audience but also empowered the roles of
performing arts in the society. In 2021 the festival was faced with ¬challenges caused by the Covid-19 pandemic. Despite the difficulties, however, the
festival was held successfully in November 6-21, 2021. This research aims to
study how the festival managed to operate and succeed under the condition
of the pandemic. Adopting Talcott Parsons’ Structural - Functional Theory
as frameworks, the study is qualitative research using in-depth interviews
with producers and consultants of the festival. The result shows that: In 1)
Adaptation; the festival a) was adapted to become a curated event applying
both b) the “Ready to play and ready to call off” concept to all participating
productions and c) the “solo performance” concept to a festival venue. The
revenue of the festival was deduced from application fees and 30% of ticket
sales. The revenue was requited for the management team and then saved
as the budget for the next festival in the upcoming year. In 2) Goal Attainment;
the festival formed a team to act as an artist-run festival to reach the goals.
In 3) Integration; apart from Bangkok Art and Culture Center as the main
support for the venue, the festival also got support from participating theatre
companies. In 4) Latency; the application fees and the performance ticket
prices were lowered. Additionally some performances were open for free for
the public. Finally, the festival was evaluated and planned for the next year.
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Abstract

The purposes of this study were: 1) to study the needs of teachers,
administrators and parents to develop Oracy skills of students at La-or Uthit
Demonstration School, and 2) to develop a short-term training curriculum
on developing Oracy skills of La-or Uthit School students by integrating
active learning management with digital technology. For the first purpose,
the method of survey was used. The target groups comprised of 15 of
administrators & teachers and 30 parents of the students of La-or
Uthit Demonstration School, Academic Year 2020. For the second
purpose, a pre-test post-test experiment was adopted to evaluate the
curriculum. The participants were 18 Grade 6 student at Demonstration La-or Uthit School. All of the participants were selected using simple
random. The result from the survey revealed that the needs of
Oracy Skills for the students of La-or Uthit Demonstration School form the
opinions of the respondents were in the level of Very Important in every
component and every Stand. In over all the average was 4.26 with the standard
deviation of 0.93. For comparing the scores of pre- and post-assessments in the process of evaluation of the curriculum, Wilcoxon Singed
Rank test (WSRT) revealed that the difference between pre- and post-assessment scores of the students was significantly different at .01 (p=.002).

Key Words :
Oracy Skills, The need of Oracy skill,
			Oracy skills development
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A BIRD’S EYE VIEW ON TYPES OF
TOURISM IN INDIA
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Abstract

What is India? India is an example to the entire world. India has
a beautiful fairy tale of living together with different languages, unique
races, different religions, different cultures. India is a concept of unity in
diversity. Indians are further divided into Telugu, Tamil, Oriya, Bengali, Bihari,
Punjabi, Marwari, Manipuri, etc. But when it comes to India, everyone is
together. It’s strange magic. Incredible India holds a special place in the world
in terms of antiquity and vastness. India is the seventh in the world in size and
second in terms of population. The Himalayas surrounds it to the north. The
sea surrounds the other three sides – the Bay of Bengal, the Arabian Sea, and
the Indian Ocean. In South Asia and has a wide variety of tourism branches.
The Ministry of Tourism and the state government have identified
many niche products to attract tourists. The industry aims to develop
India as the finest tourist destination all over the globe. Let’s find out some
important types of tourism in India. The top 16 various types of tourism
available in India. 1. Adventure Tourism 2. Wildlife tourism 3. Eco-Tourism 4. Medical Tourism 5. Wellness Tourism 6. Cultural Tourism / Heritage tourism in India
7. Religious Tourism / Pilgrimage tourism 8. Business Tourism 9. Cruise Tourism 10.
Culinary Tourism 11. Dark Tourism 12. Film Tourism 13. Sports Tourism
14. Educational Tourism 15. Yoga school and retreat Tourism 16. Recreation Tourism

Key Words :
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Gender discrimination in the plays
of Vijay Tendulkar
Sanjay Bhanudas Ingale (Assistant Professor)
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Abstract

The present paper focuses light on gender discrimination in the plays
of Vijay Tendulkar. Female characters in his plays raising voice against
gender discrimination in the contemporary society. Vijay Tendulkar was
one of the famous and a trend setter and unconventional playwrights.
Most of his plays have been translated in English as well as in Indian languages. His plays have been acclaimed by audience and critics in every
aspect. Silence! the Court is in Session, Sakharam Binder, Ghashiram Kotwal, Kanyadaan and vultures and many other plays reveal his concerns
about gender discrimination, sexuality and use of power by male characters. He also throws light on double standard mentality of men in case of
women in families and at workplaces. I have tried to throw light on each
and every aspect and characteristic of his plays through this paper. Vijay
Tendulkar was a multidimensional and versatile dramatist examining and
dissecting social strata of major and marginalized characters. He has presented every type of person from society in his plays therefore he became
a trendsetter playwright in the 20th century and is still a light house to the
contemporary dramatists. He has suggested a possible solution to every
social issue. He was a trendsetter of his time depicting every dimension of
female characters and will be the guiding force for coming playwrights.

Key Words :
			

gender discrimination, patriarchy,
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Abstract

This paper will attempt to look at how food can be applied as a potential
method to understand how caste has been deciphered in Malayalam films. Even
in the movies in which food appears enormously ‘insignificant’ and ‘mundane’;
it decodes specific meanings about the character, identity and history. As a
fundamental necessity, food abides a strong presence of caste, region, and class
in it. There are few Malayalam films in which food performs as a cardinal entity
such as the ‘vegetarianism’ in Salt and Pepper Muslim food cultures in Ustad
Hotel, unruly meaterianism of Christians in Angamaly Diaries and the beef
obsession in Jallikattu. The paper will investigate the spectator’s intolerant
responses toward particular food that challenges hegemonic sensibilities. The films
consist of continuous scenes of pork and buffalo farms, killing and cutting of the
meat, pork and beef- selling shops where meats are displayed and sold, cooking
pork with Chinese potato and men eating meat dishes with alcohol and tapioca.
Subaltern cuisines make an entry to the visual stream of Malayalis through
some of these films, as they familiarize spectators with food cultures that were
alien to mainstream films. Close-ups of flesh hanging and cutting; blood,
eyes, horn and other leftovers of the animal take the central portion of the film.
Animal and the butcher become significant and core in the film-created s
ociety. The paper will examine how some these contemporary Malayalam films are
challenging the norms of the visual culture around food. It will focus on the
strategies used in the films to counter the prevailing hegemonies of eating in
modern Kerala. The films have aligned themselves with the struggle for identity
assertion and egalitarian society for the marginalized by unraveling the seams of
power hierarchies through the unequivocal spectacle of subaltern cuisines onscreen.

Key Words :
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Abstract

This paper will attempt to look at how food can be applied as a
potential method to understand how caste has been deciphered in Malayalam
films. Even in the movies in which food appears enormously ‘insignificant’ and ‘
mundane’; it decodes specific meanings about the character, identity and history. As
a fundamental necessity, food abides a strong presence of caste, region, and
class in it. There are few Malayalam films in which food performs as a cardinal
entity such as the ‘vegetarianism’ in Salt and Pepper Muslim food cultures in Ustad
Hotel, unruly meaterianism of Christians in Angamaly Diaries and the beef
obsession in Jallikattu. The paper will investigate the spectator’s intolerant
responses toward particular food that challenges hegemonic sensibilities. The films
consist of continuous scenes of pork and buffalo farms, killing and cutting of the
meat, pork and beef- selling shops where meats are displayed and sold, cooking
pork with Chinese potato and men eating meat dishes with alcohol and tapioca.
Subaltern cuisines make an entry to the visual stream of Malayalis through
some of these films, as they familiarize spectators with food cultures that were
alien to mainstream films. Close-ups of flesh hanging and cutting; blood,
eyes, horn and other leftovers of the animal take the central portion of the film.
Animal and the butcher become significant and core in the film-created
society. The paper will examine how some these contemporary Malayalam films are
challenging the norms of the visual culture around food. It will focus on the
strategies used in the films to counter the prevailing hegemonies of eating in
modern Kerala. The films have aligned themselves with the struggle for identity
assertion and egalitarian society for the marginalized by unraveling the seams of
power hierarchies through the unequivocal spectacle of subaltern cuisines onscreen.
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Abstract
The objectives of this research are to analyze the dress of Thai Muslim women who

wear shadows according to the pattern wear shadows in the Iranian and to analyze the
pluralism of wearing Shadro of Thai Muslim women and dress in religious dimensions.

The mixed method research was designed to conduct a quantitative research using an
exploratory research method, collecting data by non-participant interview method. For

the qualitative research, in-depth interviews and document analysis were collected.
The results showed that 1 Thai Muslim women’s dress and shadow were related

to the Iranian Islamic Revolution. Because Thai Muslim women who follow Shia guidelines have faith in Islamic teachings according to Shia According to the example shown

in the Islamic Republic of Iran that is correct according to Islamic principles Therefore, doctrines and practices have been applied in life. such as dressing for practice

in Thailand without thinking that it is wrong or impractical. 2 Wearing a Chadro by

Thai Muslim women impact on cultural identity It was found that the effect of wearing Chador creates the identity of Thai Muslims who follow the Shia approach in Thai

society. Thai Muslim women who practice Shia practices wear Chadros for religious
ceremonies. and in daily life as well Therefore, the dress by wearing the Chadro of Thai
Muslim women who follow Shia.It shows the diversity that appears in the way of dress

in religious dimensions. This can be considered from the dress of the present Thai
Muslim women. There are both Islamic dress Malay Islamic dress and Shadow dressing. The dress by wearing this Chadro creates the identity of a Muslim who follows the
Shia and makes a pluralistic and religious dress in Thai society. The main idea of this

concept is the rights and freedoms of people. Promote acceptance of cultural diversity Open space for each culture to have space and promote access. equal political

rights and powers which has always been an important characteristic of Thai society.
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Research on the Cultural Color of Terroir
Fermented Foods in Taiwan
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Abstract
To manifest the attention on intangible cultural heritage, many countries around

the world, such as Japan, France, etc., begin to investigate on their geographical and
humanistic terroir. They have also established guidelines to encourage scholars to

conduct research on their history and cultural color terroir, as well as their meanings to promote the identification of these colors and cultural values. Nevertheless,
many of major and solid studies on cultural color tend to focus on the measurement
of visual desgin, landscape, architectural space and historical relics. Regarding the

study of colors related to cultural memory of everyday life, such as clothing, habitat,
transporation and food, it is awaiting scholars’ attention to represent a more com-

plete picture of the culture of everyday life. Moreover, regarding the sampling and
analysis of cultural color data, it needs to establish systematic methods to despa-

rately record and present the data of the representative color more accurately.
This research spent two years, departing from Taiwan, to analyze related liter-

ature about the culture of terroir fermented foods. 1. It has collected and measured
the 32 most frequently seen fermented Taiwanese foods, from the ripening of the

materials to different stages of color changes. 2. Investigation was conducted on
200 Taiwanese food regarding their odor, taste, emotional memory and color association. The results of this research not only helped establish an applicable databank of the color association of culture but also discovered the Taiwanese’s color

association of the taste and odor of fermented foods and the links between these
foods and personal preferences. Likewise, the emotional association of fermented

foods and the experience memory of the dining environment are highly related.
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Abstract

As the first industrialization practice site carried out by the Communist
Party of China in the Jiangxi Revolutionary Base in the early days, the significance
of the former Central Soviet Area in southern Jiangxi is not only that it is the first
show of national industrialization, but also promotes the exploration of China’s
modernization. The richness and development of China’s industrialization can learn
valuable historical experience from these attempts, which has important reference
significance for the future industrial development of the Communist Party of China.
This article takes the industrial heritage of the former Central Soviet Area
in southern Jiangxi as an example, and puts forward corresponding protection
and reuse strategies through field research, analysis, evaluation and theoretical
application. First, the article classifies the industrial development process of the
former Central Soviet Area of Southern Jiangxi, and conducts a general survey,
recording and analysis of the status quo of industrial heritage in the former
Soviet Area of Southern Jiangxi. On this basis, field research considers
scientific and effective methods to protect industrial heritage. Then take the
Guantian arsenal as an example to analyze the value of the Guantian arsenal
from four aspects: historical value, social value, scientific and technological
value, and aesthetic value. It can be concluded that the value status quo of the
industrial relics in the original Central Soviet Area in southern Jiangxi faces common
problems. Both need to balance the contradiction between the development and
protection of their own industrial sites. Finally, the strategic suggestions for
ecological protection and reuse of the industrial heritage in the original Central Soviet
Area of southern Jiangxi are tried to explore a cultural inheritance idea suitable for
the construction and development of the red industrial heritage in southern Jiangxi.
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Discrimination on the Basis of Sexual Orientation in
a Police Institution : A Case Study of a Police Officer’s
Dishonorable Discharge in Indonesia
Kania Rahma Nureda
Mahidol University, Thailand. kania.nur@student.mahidol.edu
Abstract

In 2018, an Indonesian gay police brigadier was discharged from service
after ten years on the job due to his sexual orientation. Former Police Brigadier
Tri Teguh Pujianto was dismissed on the basis of Decree No. Kep/2032/XII/2018,
issued by the Head of Central Java Regional Police on 27 December 2018, for
violating the Indonesian Police Code of Conduct. This research looks into the
dismissal of Tri Teguh Pujianto from the police force. It contends that Tri Teguh
Pujianto was wrongfully dismissed from the police force. The legal basis used by the
Central Java Regional Police to dismiss him was unconstitutional and violated
the Indonesian government’s adoption and ratification of universal human rights.
This research seeks to answer the question: Was the dishonourable discharge
decree unlawfully created and applied in the dismissal of Tri Teguh Pujianto? from
a legal standpoint (based on Indonesian law), but guided and aided by the human
rights framework. The study employs a qualitative research method with a case
study approach. The empirical basis of the research is triangulation, which is based
on primary and secondary data sources. Using a formalistic/legalistic perspective
with the human rights frame, the objective of this study is to investigate the suspected discriminatory legal decision that the Indonesian National Police committed. In
conclusion, it resulted in a number of human rights violations against Tri Teguh Pujianto.

Key Words :
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Abstract
This article presents research findings based on the Objective No. 2:

development of creation processes for performing arts based on the performing arts
theory and the community participation process. It is part of the research project on

Creation of Lampuan Performing Art Using Participatory Method to Prevent Drugs in Youth.

The population included Pratomsuksa 5 and 6 students, and Mattayom 1-3 students at

Banbungke School, Tambon Nongsaeng, Amphoe Pak Phli, Changwat Nakhon Nayok
The research methodology involved studying documents related concepts, principles,

theories; designing research instruments; conducting a field study; writing data; con-

ducting activities; and analyzing data based on the theoretical framework and research
objectives. The findings indicated that [1]. the development of creation processes based

on the performing arts theory and the community participation process consisted of 6
steps: 1) processing local data from stakeholders in the community, 2) establishing the

scope of performance to cover the content as per the objectives of the community, 3)
designating the performance format on the conceptual structure and components of

the performance based on the community knowledge, 4) designing and developing
according to the components of dancing art based on the community knowledge, 5)

conducting trails and improving the performance, and 6) organizing the performance
and evaluation by the stakeholders [2]. the people involved in the development of

creation processes for performing arts based on the theory of performing arts and the

community participation process included 1) the school: school administrators, activity
advising teachers, educational personnel and students, 2) the public sector organizations

comprising 2.1) Srinakharinwirot University: the research project leader, performance
evaluation experts, and students; and 2.2) The Army 12, Chakkaphong Camp (Prachin-

buri), 3) the community: community leaders, guardians of students and local wise men.
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Xiaoliyuan : From Chinese Opera to the
Dance Stage
Yalan Lin
Taipei National University of the Arts, Taiwan
Abstract
With its combination of poetry, song, dance, instrumental music, and storytelling, Chinese

opera is highly representative and may provide us with a wider perspective on the devel-

opment of Chinese performing arts, especially since its performative body may serve as a
direct lens towards the source of Chinese dance. What we call “Xiaoliyuan” is the earliest
form of Chinese opera to appear in Taiwan, enjoying popularity among all classes. It originates from the ancient city of Quanzhou in southern China, and its singing and accompa-

niment have been transmitted in Taiwan up until this day under the name of “Nanguan”.

Xiaoliyuan is one of the most ancient forms of Chinese opera, whose performance

and movements mimic those of marionettes. Early on, it exerted either direct or indirect
influence over the physical training of folk performing arts in Taiwan. Unfortunately, this
amateur education system tended to view “tradition” as “vulgar”, and it was not until the

early 1990s when the Taiwanese dance world realized the potential in the performative
body of Quanzhou’s Xiaoliyuan, and recognized it as a form of dance. It was thus that

Xiaoliyuan dropped its old Chinese opera garments and leapt onto the dance stage,

heading on to become a way of physical expression amid performing arts in general.
Three Taiwanese works will be introduced on this occasion: Whispering from the

Rear Garden, which is based on the classic Xiaoliyuan play Chen San and Wuniang; Thoughts on a Sheet of Paper (It Tsuá Siunn-si), which emphasizes the marionette-like movements of Xiaoliyuan, best represented by the delicate move-

ments of an emotional duet between masked dancers; and After Zero, in which

Chinese opera movements have diluted, and dancers with extensive Xiaoliyuan
training and performing experience improvise over sound detecting equipment.

All three of these works treat Xiaoliyuan as dance, and show an evolutionary trend

as the first work includes the storyline, singing, and recitative of the original Chinese opera;
the second work provides a purely physical interpretation of song lyrics through Xiaoliyuan

Key Words :
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Abstract
The Butterfly Lovers is one of the most famous Chinese music, it uses many

Chinese melodies, chord structures and patterns. This gives the piece a distinctive “Chinese sound”. This piece of music is adapted from the violin concerto which written by

two Chinese composers, He Zhanhao and Chen Gang in 1959. This concerto is now often

performed with Chinese instruments playing the violin part, the most common being

Erhu , Pipa and Liuqin In such cases the soloist is often accompanied by an orchestra

consisting of Chinese instrument. This concerto is now often performed with Chinese
instruments playing the violin part, the most common being Erhu, Pipa and Liuqin. In

such cases the soloist is often accompanied by an orchestra consisting of Chinese

instruments. This piece of music were played by Guzheng and piano, as the same time,

there are two artists will through paintings to express the conception of the music.

Key Words :
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Abstract
The Butterfly Lovers is one of the most famous Chinese music, it uses many

Chinese melodies, chord structures and patterns. This gives the piece a distinctive

“Chinese sound”. This piece of music is adapted from the violin concerto which
written by two Chinese composers, He Zhanhao and Chen Gang in 1959. This
concerto is now often performed with Chinese instruments playing the violin part, the most c

ommon being Erhu , Pipa and Liuqin In such cases the soloist is often accompanied by an
orchestra consisting of Chinese instrument. This concerto is now often performed with

Chinese instruments playing the violin part, the most common being Erhu, Pipa and

Liuqin. In such cases the soloist is often accompanied by an orchestra consisting of
Chinese instruments. This piece of music were played by Guzheng and piano, as the same
time, there are two artists will through paintings to express the conception of the music.
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Abstract
This short film, Trash You, is an experimental feature film. The film contains three

different types of pictures: cinematic, real and performance art, under themes “restricted
Thai women” and “molestation”. The film consists of interviews of Thai female celebrities

in 2019. They are narrators. The film does not reveal the narrators, but their narrations
in three types of pictures are shown. The researchers realized the unsolved problems

about women and used this film to voice the problems, aiming for the viewers to better

recognize womens’ rights. The purposes of making this short movie are to study a
production of a feature short film and to reflect the restricted Thai females by the

surrounding social values and molestation problems. It took eight months to make the movie
with three steps: pre-production, production and post-production. The framework for the
script, artwork composition, filming, and film editing was social values theories to reflect the

restricted women by social values and the molestation problems women constantly face.

Key Words :
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Abstract
Conquest and Prison is a two-part suite combing text, spoken word and site-spe-

cific dance set in Grahamstown, South Africa.

Part I –– Oscar’s Journey –– is a solo

performance by Oscar Buthelezi, the first African choreographer to win the prestigious
Kurt Jooss Prize (Road 2016). This personal work combines personal poetic reflection
and a performance at British built Ft. Selwyn.

Part II –– Child’s Play–– features Lorin

Sookool and Julia Wilson at the Old Gaol, which imprisoned 1000’s of black South Af-

ricans. This virtual duet in words and images attempts to reclaim and re-imagine
this site of suffering. The liberation of spaces that have been designated as “pris-

on” to hold the soul of humanity within that specific designated space is liberated
with text, spoken word and art. With the infusion of art into those spaces they become “Freedom” fountains and sources of humanness and spiritual rejuvenation.

Key Words :
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Taipei Organic Sound

Chiang Tso-Yu
Taipei National University of the Arts, Taiwan, liquor987@gmail.com
Abstract
The creator has consciously divided the Taipei city into twenty

eographic sections, and collected mould according to the coordinates. Since the

distribution of the mould is highly sensitive to the temperature and humidity; the

variation of my collected mould from different locations is distinct. Each agar plate
represents the microcosm of its actual surroundings. Following with an organic vinyl
player designed by myself is applied to read the agar plates. The information

imprinted on each plate will then be converted into the sounds of my desire. The
transformation through an artificial vehicle is my attempt to interpret the Taipei city.

Key Words :

Bio art, Sound, Mould
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Perfect Combination of Taiwan
Pijak Tawaranurak, Jirapat Thintalay,
Dares Thevarotorm, Panee Phianchana,
Srinakharinwirot University, Thailand, manskband92@gmail.com
Abstract
The objective of creating musical work named “Perfect Combination of

Taiwan” is to present the Taiwan’s leadership of technology based on the cultural
belief. This creative song comprises of 6 sections of musical structure. The section A
describes the surrounding of community and livelihood of Taiwanese which gave the

inspiration for composing this section. The section B describes the belief, culture, religion
and tribes. The inspiration for composing this section was our visiting 9 tribe villages in
Taiwan. The section C describes the technological advance based on the culture and
belief. The inspiration for composing this section was our visiting museums in Taiwan.

The section C describes domestic competitions in terms of technology and business
which was inspired by studying the Taiwanese’s livelihood. The section E describes the
Taiwan’s leaderships in terms of the technological device producing industry among

Asian countries. The electronics device export industries in Taiwan gave the inspiration
for composing this section. The section F describes the creation of architecture which
has symbolized the evolution of cultural technology and belief. The inspiration for
composing this section was the construction of Taipei 101 building. The special technique

for creating this song is the combination of Thai musical instruments and western musical
instruments as well as the application of the sound of Taiwanese musical instruments.

Key Words :

Bio art, Sound, Mould
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Believe in Taiwan
Nattapon Lertwiriyapiti, Siriruk Fufeuang, Montree Cheydee,
Chainarong Sukthanom, Prapansak Pumin, and Janida Tangdhachahiran

Srinakharinwirot University, Thailand, nattapon.lertwiriyapiti@gmail.com
Abstract
Believe in Taiwan has a music structure divide into rhythm A and B. Rhythm

A describe about the god that Taiwanese believe. Taiwanese believe in many gods, but
we chose the god that people know is Guanyin or Goddess of Mercy. Guan Yu or the

god of loyalty and Confucius or the god of wisdom. Rhythm B describe about peace,
happiness and success. Taiwanese prefer go to the temple to prey because they

believe in god. The peace will occur during prayer. The happiness occurs after prayer.
Success by blessing from the gods. Technique for created this project has framework
from prayer. Taiwanese chanting 2 times, in the morning and evening. The nature of

prayer in the morning has slow style and not variety but prayer in the evening will be
different melody. It’s melodiousness. They use instrument to tell the rhythm of the prayer.

Key Words :

Taiwan, Music Creation, Believe in Taiwan
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The Dream of El Dorado
Miriam Alexa
Germany/ France
Abstract
“Coming to Europe for an African is like El Dorado.” This is a biographical journey

of an African trying to find “home” in France. She tells her experience of acclimating
to this culture. A mother tells how this migration has separated her from her children and the hardships she has aced. Within the context of these experiences that
several immigrants are forced to contend with in Europe, can it still be described or

placed on a pedestal of utopia as an El Dorado? The sacrifices that immigrants are
forced to encumber denies them a connection to the familial. How do immigrants
cope with torrents of isolationism in a culture removed and instantly alienating?

Key Words :
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The Rise of The Female Talking Drummers
Akin Alabi
Nigeria
Abstract
This is a documentary on the emergence of female talking drummers in

the Yoruba tribe of Nigeria in West Africa. It is the tradition in Yoruba land for men

alone to play the talking drum but these women are breaking gender and cultural
limitations to fulfill their dreams of playing the drum without prejudice. Within

numerous universal cultural contexts, there is a no place for women within closed

masculine dominated and reserved socio-cultural circles? Who and how are these
circle memberships defined as closed and based on gender-related factors? As

societies become open with interconnections that redefine these closed societies, women

are at the forefront. Drumming is a sacred art that is utilized in worship and commune

with the gods and spiritual. The reason/s for exclusion based on gender crumble and
are defied as women basically display expertise on sacred drums not in a “war of the
sexes” ….but in a display of expertise on drums that do not dilute or compromise dexterity

Key Words :
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Toey Khao Rao Khong
Satane Sriaram, Padnaree Leewiwattanachot,
Kunjira Chalemtaranukul,

Srinakharinwirot University, Thailand, satane.sriaram@g.swu.ac.th
Abstract
The objective of this project is to create and perform music work titled Toey Khao

Rao Khong is a song, combining the folk music of the two countries which are Taiwan and

Thailand. The song is composed using Pentatonic scale in F Major including the sound

of F, G, A, C and D which make the song exciting. Also, the structure is in Ternary form,
which is three-parts form. The first melody in the introduction explains sound from the

nature, describing geography of mountain and sea. The melody in section A explains the
aesthetic of young generations which is comparable to the nature of Ali Mountain. This

section is created by the inspiration of the way of life and culture of the nine traditional
tribes of Taiwan, as well as the traditional Taiwanese song called Gao Shan Qing, known
as Alishan De Guniang. The melody in section B explains the courtship of Isan young

generations on the Mekong River which is fun and lively. This section is created by the
inspiration of the traditional Thai song called Teoy Khong. Both the traditional Taiwanese
and Thai songs are well-known, describing the relationship between people and nature

Key Words : Taiwan, Music creation, Toey Khao Rao Khong
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AtenaNetsFinalProRes
Mark Freeman
Ghana/USA
Abstract
This is a site-specific contemporary dance set in Jamestown, a traditional fishing

community in Accra, the capital of Ghana. Rising stars in Ghana’s dance community, Julius

Yaw Quansah and Sena Atsugah are enmeshed in the challenges of daily life. Drawing from
Ghanaian customs and traditions, they cast a wide net, remaking their world. The caste of

Fishing families is as aged as antiquity and within these communities in West Africa there
is a creation of a culture that is all related to life on the seas. The aesthetics and cosmology
of fishing villages sustain surrounding areas and connects them to the oceanic. This connection is holistic and within that purity, provides an economy that generations depend on.

Key Words :
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Missinterpreted
Ayesha Kosaka
USA
Abstract
The film is on the suppression of the black female voice. Although society traps

black women in a box, the work expresses that we can still move past the stereotypes
and break through. For centuries women in general have faced a high discrimination and

deprivation simply based on their gender. The gender bias creates a glass ceiling for most
women in the workplace. Not only do they face lack of equity in pay scales compared to
their male counterparts, they must deal with discriminations based on race if they are
women of color. Never are they perceived as equals. Their voices are suppressed and

they are pigeon-holed into roles that are inferior and not comparable with their intellect.

Key Words :
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Creative Work: Faculty of Fine Arts,
Srinakharinwirot University’ Typeface
Naphoong Hormyam
Srinakharinwirot University, Thailand, bestbauls@gmail.com
Abstract
The purpose of this creative work is to design a typeface that reflects the iden-

tity of the Faculty of Fine Arts, Srinakharinwirot University. By analyzing the Faculty’s

historical records and logo, it is found that the Faculty of Fine Arts, Srinakharinwirot
University offers academic services in various fields. However, the Faculty’s most
outstanding character is its contemporariness. Each department has its own unique

characteristics and specialties, from the curricula, the course structure, to the classroom

activities. These make the students in this Faculty unique, modern, and chic.
Therefore, being inspired by the Faculty’s logo, the design of the Faculty’s typeface, both

the form and proportion, is designed to be distinctive and recognizable. The typeface
is named FOFA and it is a loopless typeface, or generally known as sans-serif typeface.

Key Words :

Typeface, Font, FOFA, Srinakharinwirot
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The Health Communication Short Film
“Handkerchief”
Nattasuang Phakkawan, Chonamart Ieampanich,
Jaruwat Noothong and Srirath Pakdeeronachit
Srinakharinwirot University, Thailand, srirath@g.swu.ac.th
Abstract
According to the statistical report, number of dementia patients has increased

every year. The symptoms include cognitive, attention, memory, ability to understand
language, calculating, and judgment impairment which are well known. On the other hand,

behavioral psychological symptoms of dementia (BPSD have not yet been aware of, It

interferes patient’s quality of life and care giver. Ninety percent of dementia patients
will developed BPSD symptoms sometime during their illness especially at middle and
end stage that need treatment. The most common behavioral symptoms are physical
aggression, loud vocalization, restlessness and agitation. The psychological symptoms are

anxiety, depressive mood, hallucinations and delusions. It is important to know that there is

no cure for the dementia but the close ones should understand the symptoms to be able to

live with the patient. This creative work is the short film aims to educate people about BPSD.

Key Words :

BPSD, Health Communication, Dementia, Symptoms
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The Health Communication Short Film
“Sweet Toxic”
Chutikan kiatphansodsai , Apichaya Jutaphonrakul,
Jaruwat Noothong and Srirath Pakdeeronachit
Srinakharinwirot University, Thailand, srirath@g.swu.ac.th
Abstract
“Sugar” is one of the most popular ingredients used in foods, drinks and

sweets. It is known that too much consumption of sugar causes diabetes which is
associated with premature death from cardiovascular diseases (coronary heart
disease, stroke, and heart failure), several cancers (liver, colorectal, and lung), and other
diseases (chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and liver and kidney disease). However,

people could not resist the power of sweetness or they are sugar addicted.
According to researches, after feeding rats with sugar, the brain responses to it by

releasing the neurotransmitter of brain reward system as the same as it

responses to drugs. The symptoms of sugar addiction can be divided into three groups:

1. dehydration, thirsty and dry mouth 2. depression, anxiety, low self-esteem and self-blame
and 3. anger and borderline personality. However, all of these symptoms will disappear
when you just consume the sugar. These brain responses will make them eat more sugar

result in the increasing of sweetness level and consumption quantity and then became

sugar addiction. The family, perhaps, could be the culprit of child sugar addiction.

This creative work of short film aims to 1. educate people about the sugar addiction
symptoms which are the warning sign of poor health in the future and 2. make parents
aware that by feeding their child with sugar, it is just like feeding their child with drugs.

Key Words :

Sugar Addiction, Drugs, Diabetes
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Media: Safe Sex and Use of Condoms
for Prevention of HIV And STDS
Suriyon Waipinit and Saowaluck Phanthabutr
Srinakharinwirot University, Thailand, suriyonvpinit@gmail.com
Abstract
Finding a partner through the use of what we might call ‘sex-seeking applications’

plays an important role in sexual risk behaviors, which probably lead to contagious

sexually transmitted diseases. In Thailand, the number of sex-seeking application users
has tremendously increased simultaneously with an increase in numbers of HIV patients.

The main cause of the new HIV infected patients is sexual intercourse. The sex-seeking
application is a part of the new media technology and the users must have media and health
literacy to be able to use it wisely. This study aimed to provide information of the situation

of sex-seeking applications in Thailand in order to get the basic information in order to

produce media to promote campaigns to prevent sexual diseases among gay men
in Thailand.

Key Words :
Sex-seeking Applications, HIV, Media and Health
Literacy, Sexually transmitted diseases
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A Study of the Creation of
a Short Romantic Thriller Film That is
Related to the Stockholm Syndrome,
A Case Study of the Movie “LOST IN YOU”
Fasai Sirichanthanun, Chatchalai Jareanpithayaluck,
Nichakarn Puthasoonnoen, Nitchakan Aunkasem and Sammiti Sukbunjhong

Srinakharinwirot University, Thailand, srctn.fs@gmail.com
Abstract
A Study of the creation of a romantic thriller with relevant content with the

Stockholm syndrome, LOST IN YOU, with the purposes of 1) to study the creation of a

short romantic thriller movie to recognize individual rights in life and the body that we
should have through the extreme pathology of Stockholm Syndrome, and 2) to be a
guideline for those who watch to respect the rights and freedom of themselves and

others. The results of the research achieved all research objectives, namely to create a
short film in the romantic thriller genre for the purpose of make the audience aware of
the rights in life and the body that we should have, through a short film titled LOST IN YOU.

Key Words :

Stockholm syndrome, Romantic thriller
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Creative Work: Sci-fi Drama Film
“Dawning Down”
Jirat Chularat, and M.L. Usuma Sukhsvasti
Srinakharinwirot University, Thailand, jirat.name@gmail.com
Abstract
This creative work, “Dawning Down”, is a science fiction drama short film (28 mins)

that talks about inequality in society, and is loosely based on a short story by Professor
Yongyuth Yuthavong, Ph.D., the country’s renowned scientist and author, called “Dear Sun”.

The backdrop of the film is Thailand in a near future after global warming takes severe

effects all over the world. There is an international agreement to stop using any kinds
of fossil fuels immediately. The authority decides to use solar cells to produce energy

for the country so they create a massive solar cell field that covers extensively several

provinces. Poor people are forced to live without sunlight under the fields since they
cannot afford to pay for fuel. Only the rich and privileged get to live comfortably outside.

This short film aims to reflect never-ending inequality problems that happen in our

society, specifically in terms of energy distribution, and slightly touches on our own impending

global warming crisis through the analogy of this hypothetical futuristic city without the sun.

Key Words :

Inequality, Global warming, Solar cell, Sci-fi Drama.
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The Making of The Fantasy Short Film :
The Foundation

Nattanon Mukda, Pannathat Sirirak, Sirikorn Pitiphatsaphorn,
Shananya Sandej, Yanawee Smakkamai, Anatchai Amornrattananant,
Natjongkol Ratanatarnsuk and Pilan Poonyaprapha

Srinakarinwirot University, Thailand, heartpilan@hotmail.com
Abstract
The study of the making of fantasy short film which having the content of

materialism “The Foundation” had the opportunities about 1. Study about the

process of making of the fantasy short film which having a content about
materialism. 2. To show the problems of materialism in the society by using short

film as a communicate platform. The process of study took 8 months which

included 1. The process of collecting the data about fantasy film and the problems of

materialism 2. The process of the short film in Pre-Production 3. The process of the
short film in Production 4. The process of the short film in Post-Production. All the above
processes were made for communicate the content about the problems of materialism

in nowadays society and created the aesthetics for the audiences in the short film form.
This creative work is a fantasy short film that talks about the materialism in the

future society. The time and place of this short film is in Thailand in a future which
people just concern about the beauty in physical by wearing make-up instead of the

beauty in mind. There is a strictly law to wear make-up as all the time otherwise we
might be in jail for guilty. This short film created the world with the concept of the beauty

in physical is the most important. All the ideas above are created to show the problem
of material society in the future if we are just pay attention on physical more than mind.
This short film aims to reflect the materialism problems that happen in our society,

specifically in the era of technology and invention which care only profit and product to take

advantage for our own self is the most important things with careless of virtue and morality.

Key Words :
Materialism, beauty in physical, beauty in mind,
virtue and morality.
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Nice to Meet You (2019) : The Study of
Process to Creating Short Film About
Social Nowadays

Aiyacrit Mathayomchan and Pattaranun Waitayasin
Srinakharinwirot University, Thailand, aui.amada@gmail.com

Abstract
Nice to Meet You: The study of the process of creating a short film about

contemporary society, deals with themes involving people, their relationships and how

they reflect that society. This short film is about society, humanity and relationships
which seem to differ from past norms. The film represents persons who are selfish as

a result of current social conditions. The objectives of Nice to Meet You are the study
of how to create a dramatic short film which reflects human relationships as they

function in a modern and increasingly technological age, with the added

complications of current patterns of work. For example : a ‘side job’ as a prostitute or ‘rent
friend’ who may be a prostitute or just a friend to hang out with, traveling and joining activities
together for an hourly rate, is facilitated by mobile applications. People have more

types of relationships than in former years, for example relationships for one night
stands or ‘friends with benefits’. The creative team was interested in this topic, so we
researched and created a theme of “People associated with benefit only.” Then we

created this short film from the theme with our source of inspiration and blended it with

a narrative technique with a non-linear plot and characters designed from psychoanalytic material about introverts and extroverts through this short film; Nice to Meet You.

Key Words :

Short Film, Social, Relationship, Rent Friend
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Thai herbal advertising media:
A Case study of Abhaibhubejhr
Sujintara Aumnutpluk and Saowaluck Phanthabutr
Srinakharinwirot University, Thailand, Sujintara.nm@gmail.com
Srinakharinwirot University, Thailand, saowaluck@g.swu.ac.th
Abstract
The purpose of this creative work is to create “Thai herbal advertising

media” to create motivation and people to turn to health care using herbal
medicines. By carrying out the story: the female character will be the main
subject of the story and convey her life story to create a narrative and a different
audience thinking about the content of the advertising The creative process
consists of 3 steps. First, write the ad content, storyboard, design location and search for
actors. The second step is to prepare the camera device and voice recorder to lead

the shooting. The third part is editing using Adobe Premiere Pro to edit audio and video.

Key Words :
health communication, Thai herbal, advertisement,
media, storytelling
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The Study of Making
The Experimental Short Film in
a Content of Human Instinct : FERMATA
Natda Junsmai, and Rinboon Nuchnomboon

Srinakarinwirot University, Thailand, rinbun@g.swu.ac.th
Abstract
The study of making an experimental short film dealing with the subject of

human instinct by means of a Feminist analytical framework carries the

intention of creating a short film involved with human instinct and opening the vision
of existing human instinct in everybody. The study had 3 processes which included

Pre-Production, Production and Post-Production. The process was begun by

in-depth interviews of the women students of Srinakharinwirot University. Using the
collected data to create the short film in experimental form by combining visuals and

sound to give the personal aesthetics to each audience. The researcher asked the

audience (about 50 people) to complete a short questionnaire after watching the movie.
The result is that this short film gives the content as the objective, understanding the
context of the short film and moreover, understanding themselves about human instinct.

Key Words :
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Wit What Why: Science Communication
in Visual novel style on Facebook page
Maneechot, Patchanida and Phanthabutr, Saowaluck
Srinakharinwirot University, Thailand, ck15patcha@gmail.com
Srinakharinwirot University, Thailand, saowaluck@g.swu.ac.th
Abstract
The purpose of this creative work is to create visual novel media “Wit What

Why”, which educate scientific knowledge on Facebook page for young adult

people. In the story, there are 3 characters: Wit (Senior scientist), What (Mysterious
freshman) and Why (Junior university student). Their story is inspired by the daily life of real
university student in Faculty of Science. They are the main narrators who

communicate the scientific information with humorous storytelling and easy word to

understanding. The process of creating work consist of 3 steps. The first step is

pre-production: script writing, character, prop and location design, and storyboard.
The second step is production: Coloring, layout and audio recording. In production

step, Paint tool SAI is used to draw the layout and Clip Studio Paint Pro is used to add
text in conversation box. Moreover, the voice actor uses Adobe auditions for audio

recording. The third step is post-production: Audio mixing and Video editing. In the final step,

Adobe auditions is used to audio mixing and Adobe After effect is used to video editing.

Key Words :

Scientific knowledge, Visual novel, Facebook page
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The Study of Creation Thriller Short Film
in Content of Illegal Wildlife Trade by Supporting
System of Thai Police via Short Film Sneak (2019)
Thunyatorn Vivattanadecha and Athip Techapongsatorn
Srinakarinwirot University, Thailand, athip@g.swu.ac.th
Abstract
This creative work has found its inspiration in the illegal wildlife trade, and the

acquiescence of the Thai police. The creator made a short film, a thriller, in order to

dramatize the illegality of the issue. However, one objective of this creative work is to study
elements of the thriller movie, present the different of survival instincts of human beings
by using the thriller form as well as reflecting the problem of the illegal wildlife trade.
The process of this creative work can be divided into 3 parts: the first stage is

pre-production where we researched and designed all elements of the thriller such

as screenplay, location design, costume design, character design and shot design.
The second stage is production where we were filming

on a set in which the director of photography could create low-key
techniques to represent the darker issues and atmospheres of the narrative.

The last stage is post-production during which we used a

parallel cutting technique to merge 3 storylines in the same time-frame.
The result of this creative work is first of all an audience who watched this short film

and realized that the content of the film was related to an illegal wildlife trade case that
was famous in Thailand for a while. Secondly, the creator of the film has succeeded in

making a genuine thriller that was affecting, as such. Finally, the creator of the film can
possibly inspire a broader social movement against the illegal wildlife trade in Thailand.

Key Words :

Wildlife / Thriller / Police / Short film
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Project One O One:
Health Education for Teenage
Chaianun Watchareemethee and Saowaluck Phanthabutr
Srinakharinwirot University, Thailand, Chaianun.wat@gmail.com
Abstract
Project One O One: health education for teenagers (Project101) is a

simple television program to help teenagers to understand health
problems and how to protect themselves from them. Because most of the health

content in Thailand television is aimed at adults or the elderly, Project101 starts
with the simple question, “How to help teenagers enjoy health education?”
The process of creating Project101 consists of 5 steps. The first step

selects a question about a health issue every day to make pre-production

plan. Second, make a pre-production plan and make a question script for

moderator. Third, choose a teenage actor and make the production. Forth, cut
unused video footage and make graphics. Fifth, render and upload to a website.

Key Words :

television programs, teenage, health communication
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Maitaoderntao
Kittikarn Kittikamron, Chonticha Sirinupong,
Nawapat Towanabut and Nathita Supsinwiwat
Srinakharinwirot University, Thailand, tt.tidtee@hotmail.com
Abstract
The proportion of elderly people in Thailand has risen dramatically since 2005 and

will continue to do so until 2021. The most desired behavior of elderly people aged over 60
years old is engaging in activities and traveling, but this is countered by health problems

due to the natural deterioration of age. Long walking might inconvenience. Therefore, we
distributed the questionnaire to study the elderly’s traveling behavior in Bangkok. We found

that most elderly people are traveling alone by using private car and walking together

and the four most popular tourist attractions for them are Yaowarat, Phahurat, Klong
Thom and Sam Pheng. They need restrooms as their most important priority, and these

are followed in importance by convenient seating, accessible convenience stores, drug

stores, and parking lots – but the elderly generally don’t know where these are located.

So, we solve the problems by creating both offline and online media to

collect traveling facilities’ data and inform the location of them in 4 tourist
attractions. The name of the project is “Maitaoderntao” inspired by cane that serves as

a symbol representing the tourism of the elderly and the map is like a cane to guide
the elderly to travel facilities. Our work is designed in clear images and big letters that

can be read easily, because it has been inspired by elderly peoples’ observed needs.

Creative media has a map, tent card, storefront sticker and website that gives

information to the elderly, or anyone else needing it. Now all of our

printed media has been placed in many stores in the four
tourist attractions mentioned above, in order to help public relations.

Key Words :
Elderly, Travel facilities, Tourist Attraction,
Maitaoderntao
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A Study on the Development of
Communication for Tourism to Assist
an Aging Society to Travel With Tour Companies
Sawitree Onpradit, Yanisa Surachanchai,
Chanapa Julerthatai and Yukolwat Bhakdechakriwut

Srinakharinwirot University, Thailand, sn.sawitree@gmail.com,
Abstract
At present, the elderly market is yet another market that is likely to grow in the future. The
development of medical and public health, by reducing the mortality rate of the population at
large, has also ensured that older people tend to live longer than in the past. It follows that a
growing number of seniors will use their time after retirement to engage in various pursuits, especially
leisure and travel activities, more time being available to this sector than those of other age groups.
Tourism for the elderly is therefore a new marketing channel because it is a quality
market and has a higher purchasing power than the general market. The elderly tourist market
is a huge market with more potential and interest. Elderly tourists will have different behaviors
and needs from general tourists, focusing on tourism and services that are of good quality,
worthwhile, intent on buying with specific, possibly more practical justifications. They will give
priority to satisfaction, stay longer, be valuable consumers. They will have the ability to buy
services at high prices because of funds accumulated from hard work spanning their entire lives.
There is high potential for consumption. At the same time, they will take into account whether they
have confidence in safety, confidence in service care for continuing good health. They will choose
activities that are suitable for their age and individual degrees of health. Moreover, this group of
tourists do not have to worry about travel expenses because they have experience in life, and
therefore make a more thorough selection of products and services, and because older people
often have more travel restrictions than young people. Therefore, the preparation for supporting this market must be studied in a very detailed manner and should have good preparation.
By this time, Thailand has begun stepping into an aging society. Therefore, it is not
uncommon to see many incoming goods or services to meet these customers more.
Business tours for the elderly is one of them. We have prepared travel media to assist
elderly people with information that we have collected that can be used to provide
special preparation before departure. Through this the elderly travelers may quell any
nervousness they might have, and find peace of mind throughout their tours abroad.

Key Words :

The Elderly, Tourism, Travel, Business Tour
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Red Thread of Relationship
Angwara Srijan, Narumonphan Kullayanawoot,
Pranisa Saelim, Titirat Somngam,
Wipaporn Plangklag, Rawiwan Wanwichai, Suksanti Wangwan,

Srinakharinwirot University, Thailand, angwara.angwara@gmail.com
Abstract
According to the overseas study tour project in Taiwan in terms of

education and culture, we found that Taiwan is a country that has a cultural influence
from China and Japan. Whether in a way of living, beliefs and religions. As the time of the
migration of people during the establishment of the country, the belief in the Chinese gods of

Mahayana Buddhism becomes an important spiritual anchor for all Taiwanese people.

Human’s mind and things around them can be linked by Faith and belief whether it is
tangible or intangible things. One of the Taiwan’s outstanding beliefs is known as a Red
Thread of Love, a thread that represent a line of human relations. Nevertheless relationship

is not just only a love between man and woman but it means a relation of a couple lives.

Key Words :

Red thread, Relationship, Mahayana sect
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A Game Creation for Teenager’s
Life Skills Development
Chermar Witoonwuttikul and Akekalak Poksupphiboon
Srinakharinwirot University, Thailand, akekalak@g.swu.ac.th
Abstract
The social and economic conditions of the 2010s affected the ways in which families raised

their children. Restrictions on adults’ time affected the development of children with the result

that they began to grow up without necessary living skills and even moral management skills.
This creative work was developed for young people in the 10-15 yrs age bracket,

to help them learn about four necessary life skills:
1. The value of oneself and others.
2. Positive problem-solving skills.

3. Emotion and stress-management.
4. Positive interpersonal interaction.

These four issues are conveyed in the form of a 3D detective

computer game. The game players must synthesize several skills to solve the
puzzle. The artwork and content of the game were inspired by Victorian art and

literature. The aim of the game is to enhance young people’s life skills in the four
areas shown above, and to demonstrate that this is a useful tool for such an aim.

Key Words :
Elderly, Travel facilities, Tourist Attraction,
Maitaoderntao
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Short Family Drama Film About Nora
Worship Ritual and Family Relationship
PhibunPhong Limprapat, Pahttharwadee Rakphanom, Phatchachol Phadungthai,
Pasin Ninlasuit, Salita Thappayatouch, Hathachanok Noprapai,
Apichayapha Nuniam, and Apichet Kambhu Na Ayudhaya.

Srinakharinwirot University, Thailand, guionearth@gmail.com
Abstract
The film, as outlined above, is a creative research project. The

objectives of the project are: 1) To study the More Khru Nora belief-system as it
relates to families in Southern Thailand, 2) To study Family Drama as a genre.
After the completion of our research, the group created a short film based on our

acquired material.

Baan Kerd tells the story of Nop, a young graphic designer who lives with

his mother in Bangkok. His mother is sick and cannot walk. She has been in

treatment at the hospital for a long time but isn’t showing any signs of improvement.
She asks Nop to bring her to her home-town in Songkhla, Southern Thailand. In

Songkhla, Nop encounters his mother’s family, whom he has forgotten. They mention
the Nora ritual that, in the eyes of a modern, educated man appears to be superstitious
nonsense. He becomes conflicted and begins to hate everything about this place.

Then one day at the Nora worship ritual a miracle takes place and makes him

change his mind.

Key Words :
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Triple Ss (Sacred Second Skin)
Simart Prateepavanich
Srinakharinwirot University, Thailand, simart@g.swu.ac.th
Abstract
The creative work was Inspired by Yantras and tattooing, according to the

ancient beliefs of Thai people, with the concept of passing the significant belief in yantra

patterns onto clothing. Since wearing clothes is comparable to the second skin of mankind,
therefore incorporating such beliefs into the urban lifestyle, which is contemporary,
modern and fashionable to create fashion apparel for the new generation. By combining

conceptual thinking and design process with fashion design elements is the goal of the
creative work. Fashion design elements that were used are as follow: the silhouette was

from trendy and fashionable clothing according to target market, gilding technique was
from Thai beliefs in yantras, decorative details were from yantra patterns, colors were

white, black, red and gold from mood and tone of the concept, and finally material was

anti-wrinkle cotton to relate with the urban lifestyle. Creating fashionable shirtdress that
communicates the beliefs that are hidden in various details and can be everyday use
fashion item.

Key Words :
Yantras, Tattooing, Thai beliefs in Fashion,
Fashion shirtdress
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Form and Space
Kittipan Chinwannachot
Phetchaburi Rajabhat University, Thailand, sculpture_tor@outlook.co.th
Abstract
The shape and space are intended to study how to develop the sculpture

model that expresses the meaning of expression in feelings and imagination by using

inspiration and impressions from the shape and bringing to work to find the shape
of the sculpture. According to personal attitudes and imagination, it can convey

meaning about various relationships through stone carving in order to solve the
problem of shape development, change in composition, volume and size by increasing and

reducing the shape according to the imagination of the organizers in order to convey
the meaning of the changes of the objects arising from the shape of the sculpture.

Key Words :

Form, Carving, Space
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Change through Time…2019
Khema Changchaya
Phetchaburi Rajabhat University, Thailand, khe_aun@hotmail.com
Abstract
The objective is to create a painting work by using acrylic on canvas frame. The

experimental painting can explain the feeling about the truth of nature which happens

and exists normally. The inspiration of this creation comes from natural and cultural
environment in the present. It was represented by simply method, using the symbols, the
imaginations with creative approach with line, color, basic shape including emotional
scenery. It shows that the truth of nature is clean, bright, and peaceful. That can change pass by.

Key Words :

Change, Through, Time
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The Politic in Taiwan and the Role of Art
in the 21st Century
Kunakorn Phonsuwan, Watcharee Laochaiyapruek,
Chakrapong Patlukpha, and Nattida Theeranatsin
Srinakharinwirot University, Thailand, rabbitsuan09@gmail.com
Abstract
A case study in the politic of Taiwan and the role of art in the 21st

century aims to study the context of Taiwan political in the 21st century and the role
of art that shows political administration and the study of art to demonstrate the

symbolic of Taiwan politic. The information, news, and sources that related to Taiwan

will be used to extract in order to interpret that Rainbow Village and grandfather is the
representation of Chiang Kai-Shek democracy whom is his heroes. Time passed, the
faith in these heroes is fading because capitalism sees the value of money more than
the value of people so grandfather is the representation of democracy that value

people more than the object. This interprets into creative work with political content
with Rainbow Village art style by arranging the Popart artistic element and Digital Paint.

Key Words :

Rainbow village, Digital paint art in Taiwan
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The Beliefs of Taiwanese Food and Drink
Pimphan Kaewto, Nutnaree Bubpasiri, Areewan Nakdam,
Tamakorn Butsri, Chakrapong Patlukpha, and Atipat Vijitsathatrat

Srinakharinwirot University, Thailand, nat_fang@hotmail.com
Abstract
Education for foods and belief in eating in Taiwanese people by aiming study

living conditions of food through create oriented art of Taiwan from pass and now when
studying information of food and believe in Taiwan will be analysed content interpret
to art work by using color tone technic and composition artistic way of Rainbow village.

Key Words :

Beliefs, Food, Drink
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Buddhism in Taiwan
Siriporn Thanasuptong, Phuwanat Boonsuwan,
Satit Timwattanabhanterng, and Atipat Vijitsathatrat

Srinakharinwirot University, Thailand, rabbitsuan09@gmail.com
Abstract
The purpose of creating works of art “Buddhism in Taiwan” is to present the story of

Buddhism in Taiwan from the past to the present. This art work was created in the form

of painting that conveyed the story of Taiwan Buddhism in the past. Which is divided

into 3 groups: 1) Chinese Buddhism 2) Japanese Buddhism (The wedding monk) and 3)

Jiejie (holding a vegetarian but not shaved hair) that named the Long Hwa Buddhism

Association. The creators of this work wanted the work to reflect the influence of Buddhism.
These 3 groups have greatly influenced the way of life of Taiwanese in the past to the
present. The inspiration for creating this work

is to visit the recovery

museum where has many works of art which present the story of Buddhism
that occurred in the era of Field Marshal Chiang Kai-shek during the time of

war with the Communists for techniques to create work inspired by visiting the

Rainbow Village. With simple lines, not complicated, colorful, beautiful patterns
and unique characters it is a beauty that is different from other artworks in Taiwan.

Key Words :
Buddhism in Taiwan, Water color painting,
Acrylic paint on canvas
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Experimental Book Design Project based on
Thai Flowers written in the Tale of Khun Chang Khun Phaen
which graphically inspired by the Lai Thai Pattern of
Traditional Intricate Paper Cutting Techniques of
Songkhla at the Southern of Thailand
Pannee Virunanont

Bangkok University, Thailand, pannee.v@bu.ac.th
Abstract
This experimental book design was developed based on a research on

Songkhla’s traditional intricate paper cutting techniques. Using knowledge from the
research, the development of this creation integrated academic content, theories and
concepts for Communication Design. With the researcher also serving as the designer, the
development took on the designer-centered approach. Data collection was done

based on grounded theory research process. For example, findings on local artisans’
traditional intricate paper cutting techniques in Songkhla and Nakhon Si Thammarat were
gathered directly from primary resources in 2015. The researcher went to the sources of

local and cultural wisdom to conduct surveys, focus-group discussions, and exclusive and
individual interviews. Data were then categorized, analyzed, interpreted, and

synthesized. The process of Communication Design involved a workshop that
experimented the findings for designing a contemporary creation through six steps: 1) Project

Initiation; 2) Identifying problems; 3) Design Research; 4) Concept development; 5) Design

development; and 6) Evaluation. This experimental book design, in all, is inspired by and a

result of the qualitative research on Songkhla’s traditional intricate paper cutting techniques.

Key Words :
Practice-based research, Communication design
process, Intricate paper cutting, Lai Thai pattern
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#Lovewins
Dharakorn Chandnasaro, Chutathip Srisueb, Choladda Kamkeaw,
Natthaphatchara Puangsuk, and Ramet Limtrakul

Srinakharinwirot University, Thailand, chutathip.cha@g.swu.ac.th
Abstract
The creative dancing art “#LOVEWINS” intends to show changing of love

context which is well-acceptable in differences of culture and society in Taiwan. It can be

explained in creative and qualitative researches. The researcher explores and
collects the data in document format, interview, observation and exploration at National
Palace Museum, Taipei city in Taiwan. The collected data is analyzed and designed for
creative work and presentation consequently. In this paper, the researcher provides the

contemporary dancing art which is inspired from the great history of jade at National
Palace Museum in Taiwan. The jade has been the expression of great-love which will be
combined with the social issues in present that Taiwan is the first country in asia that

allows couples of the same sex to register a marriage certificate. The paper focuses on love

from the past to present through the differences of people, culture and society in Taiwan.

Key Words :
Love context, Jade, Marriage certificate,
Culture and society in Taiwan
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The Kingfisher Jade of Taiwan
Nattawut Khawsamut, Ramon Theapkaew, Orratai Thongtho,
Jariyawadee Sarase, and Sureerat Chinpong

Srinakharinwirot University, Thailand, oad.535@hotmail.com
Abstract
The creation of the dance “The Kingfisher Jade of Taiwan” aims to present its

balance of jade, green and black Which is the power of the faith of the people of Taiwan and
represents the tenderness that is like the green and strong jade that Like jade color, by the

researcher, collecting documentary data, interviews, observations And landing at National

Palace Museum, Taipei City, Taiwan. And design creative work and present creative work.
This work is presented through contemporary dance styles. Inspired by the belief of jade in

Taiwan Which Taiwanese Respected and honored as an amulet that is important in the life

of Taiwanese culture The show is Present, tell the story, meaning And the belief of Jade Jed
Wealth, richness, calmness, calmness, relaxation which is the influence of belief from green

jade. Combined with strength stable and powerful, which influenced the belief from Sida.

Key Words :

Jade, Wealth, Strength, Belief
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Tribal Women’s Trajectory
Narate Sansaart, Nichapa Chanla, Phusanisa Saibua,
Patchapak Intaranut, and Piyawadee Makpa

Srinakharinwirot University, Thailand, twl-w@hotmail.com
Abstract
Creation of contemporary dance performances “Tribal women’s

trajectory”, has purpose of creation is to present the role of tribal women living with their
parents until the role of honor and praise for family leaders. By using data collection

methods from documents, texts, interviews and participatory observations that using

contemporary dance theories to create performances. According to studies, it has
been found that Forman Aboriginal tribal culture village is a place to study the way of
life of traditional tribes and the abundance of Taiwan’s native traditions, consisting of

9 villages, 9 tribes Including Yamei, Ah Mei, Lukai, Peinan, Paoshia, Paiwan, Puwan, Yen

and Tayal. In the study of the role of women in the tribe is often reflected in the form of
handicrafts. They live by being a support, promoting and honoring with men or family

heads. Clothing, costumes, and combinations of the costumes of all nine women. The
performance is divided into 2 phases: the first one, the female trajectory, the second,

the ethnic style. Through the process of creating gestures for acting by using local
dance moves combined with natural gestures. Suitability and Creator’s imagination.

Key Words :

9 Tribal culture villages, Women’s trails, Costumes
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Shopski and Daichovo Horo
Lvaylo Alexiev

Dance Studio, Bulgaria
Abstract
Shopski and Daichovo Horo are Bulgarian folk dances. Shopski was originally a

men’s dance, is well-known in Sofia which is the capital city of Bulgaria. This song is

simple, lively, sociable and relaxed dance, and often accompanied by bagpipes and
drums, emphasizing emotion, masculine and expressive elements. Now, the dance
has a variation including both genders. In terms of the female dance, the dance

emanates a sense of power and dignity, while male dancers speed up gradually during the
performance. Their high steps emulate willingness for a fight, illustrating this

region’s rough historical time. In addition, Daichovo Horo is a traditional folk dance
originally used in village in order to get together and joy during festivals. This song was
originally segregated by gender with a strict of ‘no touching’ rule, but now it is

sometimes used to allow men and women to get to know each other in a social and neutral
environment. This dance is unique as it is a circle dance and it has a leader. The

leader in the circle can call out variations to be performed, starting on the first beat of a
pattern. This is done as a banter between the leader and the rest of the circle. Following the

banter, the entire circle performs the variation, and them resumes the basic dance step.

Key Words :

Shopski, Daichovo Horo, Bulgarian, Folk dance
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Katyusha & Kriti & Coppelia & Esmerald
Julia Tutarskaya

Russian Embassy School Ballet Studio, Russia
Abstract
The traditional Russian folk dance is as broad and diverse. Generally, most

people identify traditional Russian dance with the stomping and knee bending
characteristic of Eastern Slavic dance styles, many forget about traditions of dance

that originated from Turkic, Uralic, Mongolicc and Caucasian people who are also
native Russia. Katyusha, Kriti, Coppelia and Esmerald are Russian folk dances.
However, these dances differ as per the character and performing manner and

usually have their own name depending on the name of the distract or the dancing

song. The measure is usually simple duple time or compound triple time with either

slow or fast, as well as gradual acceleration of speed. In addition, women’s dancers

normally demonstrate the fluidity, softness and stateliness of women’s nature; as well

as men’s dancers generally express courage and daring, dexterity, breadth and wit.

Key Words :

Russian folk dance, Katyusha, Kriti, Coppelia, Esmerald
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Mending a Crack in the Sky
Roble Issa, Zach Jama

Canada
Abstract
Shamso Mohamoud and Shamso Elmi both lost their sons to violence and watched

their alleged killers walk free without so much as a legal prosecution. Now, the two

Somali-Canadian mothers have organized a group “Mending a Crack in the Sky” to
collectively combat gun violence and hardship while facing cultural and racial barriers.

Key Words :
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ibanga
Tania Doumbe Fines

Canada
Abstract
An introspection on the notion of fear in Afro-descendant communities; is it

palpable? How to face it? Perhaps knowing oneself, one another, knowing our heritage

and environment, would enrich the deepening, coexistence and advancement of all.

Key Words :
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Uruba
Rodrigo Sena

Brazil
Abstract
The spirit world around you takes place much more through the

third eye than through the physical ones. To Luiz’s eyes, that
which is invisible is not invisible thanks to his spiritual sensitivity.

Key Words :
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Cuba in Africa
Negash Abdurahman

United States
Abstract
The dramatic untold story of 420,000 Cubans– soldiers and teachers, doctors

and nurses– who gave everything to end colonial rule and apartheid in Southern Africa.

Key Words :
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GENARO TORRES:
The Legacy of the Great Marimbero
Gustavo Angarita Jr.

Columbia
Abstract
Guapi, Cauca welcomes us to meet the great Genaro Torres,

traditional musician and maker of marimbas. From his home in the Sansón
village, between anecdotes and laughter, he shares his ancestral knowledge,

while assuring us that he will be there to receive and listen to whoever seeks him.

Key Words :
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GENARO TORRES :
The Legacy of the Great Marimbero
Apichet Kambhu Na Ayudhaya and Pongpisak Metheewatcharanon

Srinakharinwirot University, Thailand, apichetk@g.swu.ac.th,
Abstract
Is what we do in our life something we choose freely, or is it just something we have to follow social
rules, regulations, and social norms? Is what people do in everyday life in the society of their own free will?
In our life, we think there are many options for us. Do we have the freedom to choose freely or is it just a
few available choices that society has already set for us to choose? This creative work is started from
these questions.
This creative work has two objectives 1. To create a short thriller film that reflects the problem of
lack of freedom in Thai society. 2. To urge the audience to question the issue of freedom in their life and
Thai society. The creators use the thriller genre as a form for the short film and the concept of ideology
and freedom as a basis for developing the screenplay. The result of this research is a short film called
“Freedom” which told the story of a boy who lived with his father in their home. All his life, the boy never
went outside. The boy’s father took care of him rigorously. Constantly ordering what to do, what to eat,
what to think, until a mysterious object appears one day. This made the boy realize that many other things
were outside the house.
The “Freedom” short film came out as close as the creators wanted. The creative team was satisfied
with the finished film. People who saw the film were aware of the lack of freedom in society.

Key Words : Short film, Ideology, Freedom in Thai society
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The Benefit of South East Asian Orchestra as
an Appliance of Cultural Diplomation
in Geopolitic Perspective
Asep Hidayat
Faculty of performing Arts Indonesia Institute of The Arts Yogyakarta
cellogello66@gmail.com,
Abstract
The purpose of this study is to find out comprehensively the relationship of cultural diplomacy
between ASEAN countries through orchestral music shows an interesting phenomenon to be studied. Music
as cultural diplomacy through orchestra has been carried out since 1979-1996 with the aim of increasing
cultural cooperation, its existence in this field is now neglected, even no longer practiced.
The theory used in this research is through cultural diplomacy and geopolitics about a soft approach
using music that involves all ASEAN countries. Cultural relations are greater connectivity, better mutual
understanding, deeper and deeper relationships, mutually beneficial transactions and the promotion of
continuous dialogue between states, societies, actors and non-state cultures.
The method used is a case study. Based on Orchestra data from 1981-1996, it shows that during that period
the orchestra was performed alternately and continuously with various variations of standard repertoire
such as Symphony, Overture and additional repertoire playing local folk works orchestrated by orchestra.
After 1996 until now the Orchestra event has never existed again.
The tentative results and conclusions state that by only focusing on economic cooperation and
focusing on territorial and security issues as well as being supported and promoting economics, cultural
diplomacy is no longer a priority for ASEAN countries, resulting in cultural diplomacy not becoming
important.

Key Words : ASEAN, orchestra, cultural diplomation, geopolitic
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